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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The idea to use Lamont Dovms' E7A (Concert March) as the subject for my 

dissertation first came to mind in the spring of 1999. At that time I was the Assistant 

Director of Bands at Howard Payne University when the Head Band Director, Robert 

Tucker, introduced this piece to otir University Symphonic Band. Prior to this time I was 

tmaware of Lamont Downs and his compositions, but I became quite taken with the work. 

Though Tucker conducted the work in performance, I was actively involved in the 

preparation for the performance. I conducted sectionals for virtually every section, and I 

occasionally rehearsed the entire ensemble. Further, my job responsibilities required me 

to participate in the daily band activities, including all rehearsals and performances. 

Therefore, when I was not leading a rehearsal or sectional on this composition, I was 

observing one. However, my responsibilities were limited enough that I did not need to 

prepare any kind of analysis of the composition, and my work with the score was 

minimal. This experience served the project well, but, outside of the enthusiasm I 

developed for the work itself, it provided a direct benefit to the material in Chapter V 

only. The band performed the composition at its spring concert in March of that year, 

and also used the work as part of the concert repertoire for the Spring tour, performing it 

more than a half dozen times. The tour concluded with a concert at the Morton H. 

Meyerson Symphony Center in Dallas, where again the ensemble performed E7A. All of 



these activities deepened my interest in and heightened my excitement for this 

composition. 

In the fall of 1999,1 contacted Dr. Cody Birdwell, Director of Bands at Texas 

Tech University, and discussed with him the idea of using this work as the subject for my 

dissertation. After receiving his approval to pursue the project, I searched dissertation 

abstracts, the Journal of Band Research, and various other electronic resources to see 

what research had been done on this work, other compositions by Dovms, and the 

composer himself To my surprise I foimd nothing more than a few documents that 

mentioned his awards or referred to his works in a rather peripheral way. Therefore, I 

contacted the composer to express my interest, and to secure his cooperation. But to my 

disappointment he informed me that he had just started working with another individual 

on a similar project, and he was imcomfortable working with two researchers 

simultaneously. I then began to seek other dissertation topics. Shortly thereafter, I 

received an email from him informing me that the other project was not going to 

materialize, and agreeing to assist me if I was still interested. I immediately, and 

aggressively began to analyze the work and prepm-e for a visit to his home in Las Vegas, 

which occurred in June 2000. We spent many hoiu-s together over three days, wherein 

Downs reviewed my analysis of E7A, provided responses to my work, and shared study 

scores and recordings from his other compositions. This visit proved to be very helpful 

to me in understanding his style of composition. His passion to compose expressive 

musical ideas, and his deeply intellectual approach to composition was very evident in 

our discussions. Since that time, we have continued to communicate as necessary via 



email. Dowms' only request of me has been to make sure that the project focused solely 

on the music. He asked me to minimize the information provided about him and his 

personal life and career. Therefore, the information provided in this paper is limited to 

that personal data provided by the publishers of his music. 



CHAPTER n 

BIOGRAPHY OF LAMONT DOWNS AND 

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT E7A 

Introduction 

Wiimer of the 1970 Howard Hanson Prize for Wind Ensemble Composition for 

Sinfonia I, Lamont Downs has contributed some imique and critically acclaimed works to 

the wind band repertoire. His works are technically demanding, harmonically 

impredictable, structurally complex, and highly dramatic. His interesting and somewhat 

unusual melodic Unes are taken from the simplest of motivic ideas, and his musical 

concepts frequently originate from non-musical entities. H. Robert Reynolds refers to 

RS-2 as a imique work, worthy of repeated performances (email), and Don Hunsberger 

has included this RS-2 and E7A in his prestigious Wind Library publication series with 

Warner Bros. Publications Inc. One of his best-known works is a concert march entitled 

E7A, which, like others in his body of works, takes its name from a locomotive engine. 

As its name suggests, the work is a powerful and moving piece, complex in its formal 

design and linear content. It is both exciting to the musically imtrained and intellectually 

challenging to the advanced musician. 

Downs has experienced a significant level of success with his compositions. 

They have been performed by some of the finest wind ensembles in the United States, 

and those performances have been conducted by some of the finest wind band conductors 

in the world. (See Appendix B for a fist of selected pubUc performances and 



discography.) Yet, he has received little attention from the academic world, and to date 

there are no authoritative writings on him or his works. 

By analyzing the work thoroughly from a conductor's perspective, this treatise 

will determine the significance of E7A (Concert March) as a work for wind band. The 

analysis will pay particular attention to the use of motives and their development, and the 

melodic design and the structural form of the work. It will show E7A to be a work of 

great distinction in the modem wind band repertoire due in part to the structural 

complexity of the work and the insightful use of all the melodic elements. Further, using 

common techniques of score preparation and the insight of others who have performed 

the work, this doctmient will provide rehearsal and performance suggestions, giving 

attention to specific stylistic and technical considerations, in order to benefit conductors 

preparing this work. 

Chapter 11 focuses on the notable information of Lamont Downs. An overview of 

his professional career and compositional style is presented followed by an overview of 

his body of works for the wind band, chamber ensembles, and solo instruments. Finally, 

historical information, publication information, and other pertinent details are provided. 

A specific accoimting of all motivic cells and the derivations of each throughout 

the work are given in Chapter III. Chapter IV discusses the formal design and melodic 

content and their relationship to the harmonic structure. 

Chapter V provides information regarding the stylistic and technical 

considerations, rehearsal suggestions, and conducting problems. The fmal chapter 

provides a siunmary of the treatise. 



Personal and Professional Data 

Bom and reared in Warren, Ohio, Downs received his Bachelor of Music (1972) 

and Master of Music (1974) degrees from the Eastman School of Music. While at 

Eastman he studied composition with Samuel Adler and Warren Benson, and conducting 

with Donald Htmsberger. He has received several awards and much recognition for his 

work. Among these are the 1970 Howard Hanson Prize for Wind Ensemble Composition 

{Sinfonia I for Wind Band) (Downs, "Sinfonia I"), and the 1994 Massachusetts 

Instnmiental Conductor's Association composition commission for the 1995 Music 

Educators National Conference All-Eastern Band {E7A) (Downs, Two Railroad). 

Downs currently resides in Las Vegas, Nevada, where he serves on the faculty of 

the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. His responsibilities include programming 

microcomputers and cataloging music scores for the University library. He has many 

interests including trains, anime (Japanimation), computers, and cinema, and he 

maintains a website at <http://www.twinplanets.com> as a hobby and uses it as an outlet 

to share information on all these personal interests. His musical compositions also serve 

as a means to bring together some, if not all, of these interests (Downs, interview). 

Compositions for Wind Band 

Downs' compositions for wind band are relatively few in nimiber, but critical 

success in this performance mediimi began with his first piece in 1970 and continues 

through his most recent work, which serves as the subject of this paper. His first work 

http://www.twinplanets.com


entitled Sinfonia I for Wind Band (1969) won the Howard Hanson Prize for Wind 

Ensemble Composition in 1970. It received its fu-st performance at the 40* Aimual 

Festival of American Music in Rochester, New York, in May, 1970 by the Eastman Wind 

Ensemble imder the direction of Donald Hunsberger (Downs, "Sinfonia I"). Downs does 

not recognize any other wind band compositions or composers as having a significant 

influence on him or his style of composition, with one exception. "The only major 

influence... is the Sinfonia I for Wind Band—I had William Walton's first symphony 

bouncing arotmd in my head for most of the time I was writing it" (Downs, email, Feb. 

2000). 

Following this work Downs began to explore a compositional approach that 

would bring him his most significant notoriety: the concert march. RS-2 (1970) and 

DDA40X{1912) are both concert marches that take their names from locomotive engines. 

These titles were selected only after the compositions were complete, and Downs denies 

that there is any significant correlation between the titles and the content of the works. 

Trains and locomotives are among Downs' lifelong interests. He has traveled many parts 

of the United States via the railroads, and has enjoyed photographing locomotive engines 

for much of his life. When looking for a unique name for his 1970 composition, he 

decided upon RS-2 and eventually followed that same idea with DDA40Xtv/o years later 

(Downs, interview). One of his lesser-known works is Electric Symphony for Junior 

Wind Ensemble, also completed in 1972. All of these works were composed during his 

formal training at Eastman. 



After a period of relative inactivity. Downs composed Sinfonia IIfor Wind Band 

in 1979-1980. This work was debuted by the Eastman Wind Ensemble, Donald 

Hunsberger conducting on October 7,1981 (Downs, "Sinfonia 11"). His longest, and 

perhaps most complex work, Sinfonia II is a 15 minute, single-movement work which is 

composed with distinct sections and many of the same compositional techniques evident 

mE7A (Downs, "Sinfonia H"). 

Compositions for Solo Instruments and Chamber Ensembles 

While Downs' compositions for solo instruments and chamber ensembles are not 

among his most frequently performed works, they are noteworthy. They demonstrate his 

flexibility to adapt to the artistic demands of the performers available to him. These 

works were written primarily for specific performers and performing venues related to his 

study at the Eastman School (Downs, interview). His first chamber work is the 

Divertimento for Brass Trio fl965-66). Written for trumpet, f horn, and tenor trombone, 

it is a moderately difficult work in a classical style and presented in a traditional three-

movement format (Downs, Divertimento). Sonatina for Clarinet and Piano (1968) is a 

work intended to showcase the accompanist as much, if not more so, than the solo 

performer. The clarinet part is playable for reasonably young players, but the piano part 

is demanding, requiring a technically advanced and musically sensitive performer 

(Downs, "Sonatina"). One of his most interesting chamber works is A (More or Less) 

Brief Diversion for Tenor, Trumpet, Trombone, andl Percussion (1972). This work 

demonstrates the composer's witty personality which is also seen later in E7A. Providing 



minimal staging and acting instructions, the piece provides a means to see a side of the 

composer not so immediately evident in most of his other works. Begun in the Spring of 

1969, Downs abandoned the work only to pick it up again in December of 1971. It was 

completed two months later, and premiered in March of 1972 (Downs, "Diversion"). The 

individual parts are demanding and the ensemble is difficult to bring together. The final 

product, however, is a light-hearted, very enjoyable work that involves complicated 

rhythms, dissonant harmonies, and four poems by e e cummings that solidify the rather 

perplexing work (Downs, interview). 

Scored for solo bass trombone, two pianos and percussion (four players). 

Concerto for Bass Trombone and Percussion (1974) is an extended work in four 

movements. As with the works that would come after it, the composer provides detailed 

score notes to instruct the conductor and performers on virtually every detail of the 

performance from the stage set up to the specific performance techniques. Composed as 

a part of Downs' graduate studies, this work is performed oiily rarely due in part to 

extensive technical demands, and logistical complications that require significant 

ensemble rehearsal time. The Bass Trombone Concerto is the only work prior to E7A for 

which the composer has ever written any kind of analysis intended for eyes other than his 

own (Downs, email, March 2000). It is among his most exciting and substantial 

compositions. Elegy for Violoncello and Piano (1989) is a substantial piece which 

explores the textural possibilities of the two instruments. Sustained glissandi and bell

like sonorities produce interesting and multi-faceted harmonies (Lamont's). 
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Overview of E7A 

In the siunmer of 1994, upon a commission by the Massachusetts Instrumental 

Conductor's Association (MICA), Downs composed what would become his most 

famous work. The MENC 1995 All-Eastern Band premiered E7A in April of that year. 

Published in conjimction with RS-2 under the title Two Raihoad Marches, E7A (1994) is 

part of The Donald Htmsberger Wind Library. Dr. Hunsberger and Warner Bros. 

Publications Inc. created this library as a project to "provide original compositions, 

editions and orchestrations of the highest quahty for the discriminating vvind conductor" 

(Downs, Two Raihroad). (Appendix D provides a full description of the piupose and 

scope of this pubUcation series.) With its publication in this prestigious library. Dr. 

Hunsberger has estabUshed the work to be among the most significant wind band 

compositions in recent years (Southern). While Downs completed three separate pieces 

with titles as allusions to locomotives, it wasn't until the Htmsberger Library publication 

coined the term "Raihoad Marches" that the name became the common reference to the 

works. When asked why the second of the three pieces was not included in the 

publication. Downs explained that the decision was simply a marketing issue. At roughly 

7 Vz minutes, E7A is roughly twice the length of DDA40X and over three times the 

duration of RS-2. Currently, the two marches printed together retails from Southern 

Music for $125, and printing the third score would increase the cost, reducing further the 

marketing audience for the work. RS-2, though worthy of inclusion in the library on its 

own merit, is included in part because the programming options provided by these two 

works is particularly appealing. The composer did not intend for the two marches to be 
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performed together, and certainly not as one two-movement piece, but to utilize both 

works in the coiu-se of a single program can be very effective (Dovms, interview). 

In addition to being significantly longer and more complex than the other concert 

marches, the title came about in a much different manner than RS-2 and DDA40X. These 

first two marches were written with no purposeful musical allusions to raihoad 

locomotives, but E7A, on the other hand, E7A has several very direct allusions to the 

famiUar soimds associated with trains. Regarding these allusions, Dovms explains that 

E7A "is not intended as a 'tone-picture' of this locomotive, but rather as tribute to its 

grace and power" (Downs, "E7A") (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 : Photograph of a Louisville and Nashville E7A Locomotive. 
Copyright Michael Pahnieri. Used by Permission (Pahnieri). 

Downs provides the following notes on the locomotive: 

The E7A has been described as "the most beautiful passenger 
locomotive ever built." Constiiicted by General Motors' 
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Electiromotive Division between 1945 andl949,428 of these 
graceful diesel locomotives served on most of the major U.S. 
raihoads, pulling some of the most famous trains in the nation's 
history. The "bulldog" nose of the E7A (the E7B lacked an 
engineer's cab) is probably still what most people picture today 
when they visualize a streamlined passenger train. ("E7A") 

Downs does not admit to creating a "tone picture" of a train racing down the tracks, but 

the opening 52 measures of the work creates an unmistakable musical atmosphere similar 

to that of a train approaching from a distance, roaring past the listener, and disappearing 

in the distance. These measures will be analyzed in the following chapters and the 

creation of that musical depiction will be explained. The piece began as one movement 

of a multi-movement work, but as his ideas developed, E7A grew into a piece of its own 

(Downs, interview). 

The dedication on the score reads "To H.G. Downs, who would have enjoyed 

this" (Dovms, Two Raihoad). When asked about this dedication. Downs responded, 

H.G. Dovms was my grandfather on my father's side, and a person 
who was very important to me in my 'formative' years. He introduced 
me to live concerts (which even then were not all that common in 
Warren, Ohio), and took me up to Chautauqua Lake to hear the 
symphony orchestra each stmimer. We also traveled arotmd the 
cotmtry several times. He was a major factor in broadening my 
outlook on life, (email, Jime 2002) 

E7A is composed for standard concert band instrumentation and requires a 

minimum of five percussionists plus a timpanist. Parts are included for the Eb alto 

clarinet, EEb contrabass clarinet, contrabassoon, and stiing bass, but none of these is 

required for performance, nor are they included in the score (Dovms, Two Raihoad). 

Downs suggests that the piece may be adequately performed by a smaller ensemble of 

one player on a part (2 per clarinet part), on up. A larger ensemble may accomplish the 
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dramatic moments more effectively, but a smaller group will maintain the clarity of the 

work more easily (Downs, interview). The instrument ranges are demanding, typical of 

the advanced repertoire, and the percussion parts are accompanied with detailed, precise 

instructions. (Refer to Appendix A: Instrumentation, Conductor's Notes, Errata for a 

detailed list of the work's instrumentation requirements, optional part substitutions, 

legend of percussion mallets and beaters, percussion instrumentation by part, and 

additional notes to the conductor.) 



CHAPTER m 

ANALYSIS OF MOTIVIC CELLS 

Introduction of Motives 

Unlike traditional American marches of the late 19*'' century and early 20*, E7A is 

not a work with clear, balanced phrases, succinct cadential moments, and simple and 

singable melodic lines. It is, nonetheless, a very well structured work with compUcated 

melodic lines. They are formed out of three very basic melodic motives and one 

additional motive, which functions initially as accompaniment material. Out of these 

musical ideas, the linear material is bom. In addition to these motives, which will be 

identified and labeled in this chapter, there are two other cells which play significant 

roles throughout the work; these, too, will be identified. First, all motives will be 

identified according to their initial appearance in the score. Then, each motive vdll be 

traced throughout the work to follow its restatements, manipulations and relationships to 

other motives. 

The first linear event in the work is motive "a," which appears in measure 5. It is 

a five-measiu-e statement played by the f homs with straight mutes. It is presented as a 

short fanfare built on the A major triad. The second chord of the fanfare is a dissonant 

cluster consisting of the following notes: Bb, B, and D. The intervals created by the 

three notes will become of great significance to the structure of the work, and therefore, 

the combination of half-step and minor third intervals, regardless of how they are used, 

14 
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will be referred to throughout this paper as motive "f" Motive "a" concludes with a 

resolution back to the original A major chord (Example 1). 

Example 1. Motive "a": E7A, measures 5-9, F Homs. 

Horn in F 1 

Horn in F 2 

Horn in F 3 

i with mutes 

^^=s^ 

VP 

with mutes s 

i with mutes 

m 

m 

^ 

m 
^ 

jjp 

s 

^ 

^ 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Motive "b" appears first in measure 10 in the second bassoon part. It is a four-note, 

three-pitch motive in which the first note is repeated and the others move in descending 

half steps. The articulation pattern of the motive, opening staccato quarter note followed 

by slurred quarter notes, becomes particularly important as the cell develops in the piece 

(Example 2). 
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Example 2. Motive "b": £^7/4, measures 10-12, second Bassoon. 

10 11 12 

Bassoon _ / ' (j f. 
-0 * • \>J ' l , . 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The next motive is a tone cluster created by alternating half-steps and minor thirds, 

harmonic motive "f" It is played by the upper woodwinds beginning in measure 14 and 

starting on the lowest note of the cluster, C#, and then moving up the pattern. Each tone 

is sustained by at least one instrament while the other voices continue to the next note. 

The pyramid effect allows the Ustener to discem the interval pattern and still hear the 

harmony produced by the sustained pitches. Dovms uses this pattern as a melodic scale 

from which he created a wide variety of melodic and harmonic events in the composition 

(Downs, interview) (Example 3). 
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Examples. Pyramid Cluster - Motive "f: £7/4, measures 14-18, Upper Woodwinds. 

Flute 1 

Flute 2 

Clarinet in EV 

Clarinet in Bk 1 

Clarinet in Bfc 2 

Clarinet in BV 3 

Clarinet in Bt 4 

I 
14 16 17 

I t - i S 
PP 

^ ^ 
PP 

^ 
PP 

f 

^ 
PP 

^ 
_^ 

^ 
i?P 

L ^ ^ 

^ ^ 

^ 

r̂  

^ 

p 
^ 

_HP 
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From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The resulting cluster of altemating half steps and minor thirds mcludes the following 

notes: C#, D, F, F#, A, Bb. 

Motive "c" begins with a leap of a major sixth and then descends by half-step, 

minor third, perfect fourth, and augmented fifth. It is presented in the first alto 

saxophone part in measure 18 immediately following the pyramid cluster. This motive 
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conti-asts the ascending motion of the pyramid. The ascending leap is an inverted minor 

S""̂ , and the first two notes in the descent are taken directly from " f (Example 4). 

Example 4. Motive "c": E7A, measures 18-22, first Alto Saxophone. 

18 19 20 21 22 
7 player only, without vihratn (white tnrw) 

Alto Sax. 4 t - Y i'̂  1̂  *̂  I'l 
p 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The next significant linear event takes place in the hom section at measure 23. 

The homs introduced motive "a" as the first melodic event of the piece, and here, the 

same section introduces the first linear event that serves as part of the accompaniment for 

the work. This motive is a ten-note cell made up of running quarter notes with a very 

distinct intervallic pattem. That pattern is a series of whole steps and half steps as 

follows: 1,54,1,1, Vz, 54,1,1,54. These intervals are created with a five-note descent 

consistent with the first five notes of a major scale. The first note, B, concludes the 

descent on E before altemating directions, creating a neighboring tone, F (Example 5). 
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Example 5. Motive "x": E7A, measures 23-25, first F Hom. 

Willi mutes 
23 24 25 

Horn in F 

PP — — 
^ ^ 

From; Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The motive is completed with a final ascent according to the interval pattem and ends on 

A. To create the desired accompaniment and textural effect, each hom part enters 

canonically at the interval of one beat. Upon completion of the pattem each hom part 

repeats the line without hesitation. The process continues through measure 45 with only 

brief interruptions. The actual motive, which includes only the 10-note pattem, will be 

referred to as motive "x," and the repetition and canonic treatment of the "x" will be 

labeled "xl." Manipulations of this and the other motivic cells will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 

It is important to note the use of the cell at its initial introduction as such 

freatment does not occtir in the other motives. This is understandable because, unlike the 

other cells, this initial performance does not serve a melodic fimction. It serves only to 

accompany the melodic ideas occiuring simultaneously. Discontinuing the alphabetical 

sequence will help identify the accompanimental function of the motive. Therefore, the 

primary motives which serve as the basic stracture for other musical events in E7A 

(Concert March) are the three melodic motives (a, b, and c), an accompaniment motive 
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(x), and tiie pyramid chord cluster. Figure 2 identifies each of the motives discussed 

above and the instrument used to introduce them, locates the initial appearance, and lists 

the primary function of each (Table 1). 

Table 1. Primary Motivic Cells in E7A 

Motive 

a 

b 

pyramid cluster 

c 

X 

First Appearance 

ms. 5 

ms. 10 

ms. 14 

ms.l8 

ms. 23 

Instrument 

Fhoms 

second bassoon 

upper woodwinds 

first alto 
saxophone 

Fhoms 

Function 

Melodic 

Melodic 

establish interval 
relationship for 

melodic and 
harmonic 
material 

Melodic 

Accompaniment 

Development and Manipulation of Motives 

Each of the musical components listed above plays a significant role in the 

development of the melodic material of the work. The motives are cleverly manipulated 

and developed to create new melodic material and a wide range of musical effects. This 

section of the document will trace these motives and their use throughout the piece. 
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Motive "a" 

The first new motive, "al," that Dovms creates out of "a" is played in measures 

24-25 by the flutes, piccolo and tinmipets. Here an Ab major triad in first inversion is 

played and then repeated in root position. Motive "a" contains an A major triad in root 

position played twice. The third chord m both motives is the "f' harmony, and both 

approach "f' and resolve from it in exactly the same way. In moving to "f," the root of 

the chord moves up by half step, and the third and fifth both move dovm by whole step. 

The initial major chord of "a l" is not in root position, but the harmonic stmcture of the 

two motives is identical. Motive "al" is not a direct rhythmic diminution of the original 

motive, but the rhythmic relationships of these motive are quite similar, and the fanfare 

quality that both contain is vmmistakable. Motive "al" is a rough rhythmic diminution of 

"a" (Example 6). 

Example 6. Motive "al": E7A, measures 24-25, Trumpets. 

Straight mutes 
24 

Trumpet in BV1 

Trumpet in Bt 2 

^ 
wp 

m 

25 
> d ^ 

\ "P r 
mp 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belvdn-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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Before the statement of "a l" is completed, the ti-ombone section begins a statement of 

motive "a2." This statement is a very close match to the original "a" motive. Just as in 

measure 5, the opening tiiad is played in A major and stated twice in root position. The 

harmonic movement is identical and the rhythm of the motive is restated ahnost verbatim. 

Two small, but significant differences make this statement unique. First, "f', which is 

heard in "a" as a dotted half note, is vmtten as a long quarter note in "a2", and second, 

the entire motive is offset by one beat. The "a" motive begins on the dovmbeat of the 

measure and is presented in a sparse musical texture at a pianissimo level. The "a2" 

motive is played at a mezzo-forte level; it begins on the second beat of the measure, and 

it is heard amidst a stronger pedal tone, complicated accompaniment figures, and 

rhythmic percussion activity (Example 7). 

Example 7. Motive "a2": E7A, measures 25-29, Trombones. 

25 26 27 28 29 

Tenor Trombone 

Bass Trombone 

^ ^ 
M 

^ ^ 
19 ^ 

^ 

mf 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The next similar motive is heard in begiiming of measure 39. The trumpets and 

trombones play two back-to-back statements of motive "a3." Also in A major, and 
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following the harmonic design of the previous statements, these are both played 

begiiming on the downbeat of the measure, at a fortissimo level, but adding a rhythmic 

quality not yet seen in the other derivatives. The dissonant chords are heavily accented, 

extremely short and placed one eighth note after the second beat of the second measure. 

The placement and articulation of the chord, along with the dynamic level of the entire 

statement ensures a much more aggressive and powerful effect. The second statement 

repeats the "f' harmony at the end of the statement. The major triad returns to the 

familiar dissonant cluster via a trombone gUssando and " f is held for several measures 

through an extended decrescendo leading into the next major section of the work 

(Example 8). 

Example 8. Motive "a3" - second statement: E7A, measures 43-45, Trombones. 

Tenor Trombone 

Bass Trombone 

ff M 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Downs has vmtten the tinmipet parts in the low register of the instrument, while the 

ti-ombone parts are written in the middle to upper range of that instiximent, thereby 

creating a tme unison effect rarely heard with these instruments. 
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While the trombones hold out the " f harmony, the oboe, flutes and piccolo 

introduce yet another variation on the "a" motive to create "a4." This time it is an exact 

rhythmic repetition of "al" from measure 24, but for the first time, the harmonic stmcture 

is varied significantly. Here, the opening statement is a triad in root position based on G, 

but the flute parts divide to play both the major and minor forms of the triad creating an 

interesting variation on the half step, minor third harmonic relationship. In this 

compound triad, the half-step is heard between the flute parts (B and Bb), and the minor 

third is heard between the oboe and second flute (G to Bb) and the first flute and piccolo 

(B to D). The second harmonic change is seen in the movement from the G major/minor 

triad to a first inversion F major/augmented tiiad in which the flutes remain divided to 

play the C and C# required to create the chord(s) (Example 9). 



Example 9. Motive "a4": E7A, measures 47-49, Flutes. 

47 

Piccolo ^ff iFiF= 

Flute 1 

Flute 2 

Oboe 

^ 

3 ^ 

^ 

mf 
> 

^ 

mf 

^ 

> 

48 

^ 

r f f 

ti-
p^=p=^ 

49 

I 
'k 

i 
wf 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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Measure 53 begins a new section of the work with another fanfare taken from the 

"a" motive. This motive, "a5," takes the rhythmic stiiictiire, and the harmonic stinicture 

with exact chord inversions of "al" and uses the additional chord first heard in "a3." 

This time, however, tiie statement is not held, but is very short. This adds to the fanfare 

quality of the statement. Also, "a5" uses the same instiimientation as "a3" but the 

trumpets are not in the low register, and therefore, a tine unison is not heard. Further, the 

statement is written down one half-step and is centered on Ab (Example 10). 
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Example 10. Motive "a5": E7A, measures 53-54, Trumpets. 

Trumpet in Bk 1 

Trumpet in Bk 2 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Another interesting moment, which ultimately comes from the "a" motive, occurs 

in measure 80. Here the trumpet section presents a foiu--measure fanfare, which takes at 

least part of its rhythmic stmcture from the "a" motive. The fanfare begins on a D major 

triad, but the harmonic sequence moves to F# major triad, and avoids the use of the " f 

harmony. However, similar to "a4," the statement twice uses an E major/minor triad as a 

passing chord. This fanfare motive is "a6" (Example 11). 

Example 11. Motive "a6": E7A, measures 80-83, Trumpets. 

Trumpet in B H 

Trumpet in Bk 2 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwdn-Mills 
PubHshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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The original "a" motive retums in measure 101. Here the statement is an exact 

duplication of measure 5 with the only exceptions being that the pitch center has been 

moved down one whole step to G, and a soft, steady percussion rhythm colors the texture. 

Fragments of motive "a" and its multiple variations appear in measures 108-113 in the 

clarinet section. Another rhythmic variation appears in measure 122, but this time the 

fanfare maintains a simple open fifth harmony that does not use the harmonic ideas 

primarily responsible for providing "a" with a meaningful identity. But a new 

identifiable variation, "a7," occurs in measure 128. This time the diminished rhythm 

from "a l" is presented by all of the woodwinds along with the F homs. It starts on the 

downbeat of the measure as opposed to the second beat, as in measure 24, but a new 

harmonic change has occurred. The opening chord is a C minor triad, not the major triad 

that has been prevalent to this point. This statement is echoed immediately by another 

two-measure fanfare, "a8", but it reestabhshes the major tonaUty of the motive. In "a8" 

an Ab major tiiad moves to a new cluster of pitches which expands the original intervals 

in "f" These include D, Db, F, Gb, and G (Example 12). 
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Example 12. Motives "a7" and "a8": E7A, measures 128-131, F Homs. 

Horn in F 1 

Horn in F 2 

128 

/jL tp b p m^ K—1 

jsr 

fM t p — E ET l>B 

^ • J I F 1 ^ — ' 

129 

—e 
—e 

130 

l> E £ • 'i '• 

[̂ — C. liK 

131 

—£ = 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Another modification of the original "a" motive appears in measure 201. Played 

by the flutes, Eb clarinet, and alto saxophones, "a9" is different in several ways from the 

other derivatives listed above. Here the fanfare begins on the first upbeat of the measure, 

creating a distinct syncopation not seen in the other statements. The harmonic stmcture 

is another minor triad, this time centering on Eb, but the voicing of the chord leans 

heavily toward the major third interval between the Gb and Bb as the root of the chord is 

heard, at least in part, as the pedal function. Only the Eb clarinet speaks the root of the 

triad with the other voices in the "a9" motive. The two upper notes move in contrary 

motion to create the expected half-step interval between Ab and A, but the Eb moves up 

only a minor second creating a major 3"̂ ^ and augmented 3̂ *̂̂  with the other two notes, as 

opposed to the minor/major relationship seen so many other times throughout the work 

(Example 13). 
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Example 13. Motive "a9": E7A, measures 201-203, Flutes and Eb Clarinet. 

Flute 1 

Flute 2 

Clarinet in B 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Motive "a9" reappears in this exact form in measures 265-267. 

The exact rhythmic idea is repeated in "alO" in measures 249-251 in the flutes, 

Eb clarinet and trumpets, but this time the harmonic approach has changed. The sound is 

a simple open voicing between A and D in multiple octaves. The harmony moves in 

parallel motion to Ab and Db, and then resolves back up the half-step. The fanfare 

quality and rhythmic stmcture maintain their identities with the original motive, but its 

harmonic importance has been nullified (Example 14). 
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Example 14. Motive "alO": E7A, measures 249-251, Trumpets. 

Trumpet in Bk 1 

Trumpet in Bk 2 

straight mutes pp 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Just as "a9" is restated, motive "alO" is also heard a second time in measures 313-315, 

but the instrumentation is changed to include all upper woodwinds. 

The final manipulation of "a" comes in the last statement of the work, "al 1." The 

exuberant ending is set up with a fortissimo Bb major triad sustained over seven 

measures. The fanfare characteristic is replaced with an intense chord spoken first by the 

homs and low brass in measure 334. They are joined two measures later by the low reeds 

and tnmipets. Most of these voices suddenly drop out of the texture, leaving the 

frombones completely alone holding the chord. Again after two measures the rest of the 

brass, low reeds, saxophones and second flutes join them. All voices, including the 

frombones, abmptly cut off the chord and prepare to play the last two chords of the 

motive to bring the entire composition to an exciting and dramatic conclusion. The " f 

motive includes B, C and Eb created by the same part-writing movement as in the 

original motive from measure 5 (Example 15). 
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Example 15. Final 3 measures of Motive "all": E7A, measiu-es 340-342, Tmmpets 

342 

Trumpet in Bk 1 

Thnnpet in Bk 2 

# 

340 341 

M 

m 
I ̂  ^ ^ V i I 
p *! I ^ f f ^ ^ ^ ^ 

M 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The "a" motive and its derivatives are used primarily to introduce new sections of the 

work and to close out other sections, and thereby providing the connective material 

needed to allow the piece to flow. Downs uses so many variations of the original 

harmonic and rhythmic stincture that some would consider it incorrect to assign an 

identity to a particular motive based on its relationship to motive "a," but to frack its 

development chronologically through the work is to reveal how each new motive is 

created by taking some significant element or elements from either tiie original motive 

"a" or one of its earlier derivations (Table 2). 



Table 2. Motive "a" and its Derivatives 
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Motive 
Identifier 

A 

al 

a2 

a3 

a4 

a5 

a6 

a7 

Location 
(measures) 

5-9 

101-105 

24-25 

25-29 

39-42 
43-46 

47-49 

53-54 

80-83 

128-129 

Derives 
from 

A 

A 

a 

al 

al 

a3 

a 

a4 

al 

Relationship to other motives and 
Unique characteristics 

Fanfare quality is imifying thread through all 
motivic manipulations 
A major tonality with " f motive 

Restatement on G major 

Rhythmic diminution 
Harmonic progress identical - begins dovm 
54 step 

Identical harmonic freatment 
Insignificant rhythmic alteration 
Begins on second beat of the measure 

Second statement adds second statement of 
dissonant chord 

Trumpet and frombone in unison 

Exact rhythmic duplication 
Varied harmonic stmcture - uses 
major/minor 

passing chord 

Exact harmonic restatement 
Slight rhythmic change 

Used additional statement of dissonant chord 
Trumpet and frombone in octaves, not 
imison 

Extended fanfare 
New harmonic stmcture 

Use of major/minor passing chord 

Rhythmic restatement 
Begins on downbeat of measure, not second 
beat 
Opening minor triad, not major 
Otherwise harmonically consistent 
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Table 2 cont. 

Motive 
Identifier 

a8 

a9 

alO 

a l l 

Location 
(measures) 

130-131 

201-203 
265-267 

249-251 

313-315 

334-342 

Derives 
from 

Al 

a7 

a 

a7 

a9 

alO 

a 

al 

Relationship to other motives and 
Unique characteristics 

Rhythmic restatement 
Opening major triad 
Harmonically consistent 

Begins on downbeat 

Syncopation not seen in other motives 

Begins with minor triad 

Exact rhythmic restatement 
Not triadic harmony - open 4ths and 5ths 

Exact harmonic and rhythmic restatement 
New instrumentation 

Harmonic freatment identical - up 54 step 
Sustained Bb triad over seven measures 

Rhythmic statement identical 

Motive "b" 

Unlike motive "a" the second very significant motivic cell has a very subtle 

quality. However, like the other primary motives, "b" is manipulated in very creative 

ways and thereby becomes a most important melodic and rhythmic element to the 

composition. After its first statement in measure 10, "b" is heard again beginning in 

measure 22, this time doubled by the bass clarinet. Its function is to add rhythmic interest 

between other melodic events. In its furst statement, the bassoon begins just after the 

completion of motive "a" and unmediately draws the Ustener's attention back to tiie Eb 

pedal point that has been sustained before and during "a." Its restatement in measure 22 
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begins just after tiie pyramid cluster, and it leads directly to the opening of the "x" 

accompaniment. By its third statement in measure 27, tiie motive, though still appearing 

between different motives, also becomes a more significant part of the texture. It appears 

between "al" in tiie tinmpets and flutes and tiie "xl" accompaniment motive in the 

clarinets overlapping "a2" which began in measure 25. As the texture tiiickens, the role of 

motive "b" expands, but the voicing and rhythmic freatinent remains unchanged, at least 

to this point. Four additional exact restatements occur in the foUowing measures with 

only slight changes to the instiimientation, creating a total of seven statements of tiie 

original motive. 

The first manipulation of the "b" motive appears in measure 40. In "bl" two 

staccato quarter notes are added prior to an otherwise unchanged "b" statement. An 

interesting "hiccup" rhythm precedes the slurred three-note descent in "b," and the two 

additional notes in "bl" create a stuttering effect that adds rhythmic interest to the 

motive. The motive remains in the low reeds, and the addition of the baritone allows it to 

balance within the thicker texture (Example 16). 

Example 16. Motive "bl": £"7^, measures 40-42, Baritone. 

40 41 42 

Baritone / ' (h • ^ 
w * s=w 

ff 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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This motive occurs twice, beginning the second time in measure 42 immediately 

following the first statement. 

The next appearance of "bl" occurs in measure 170, and it is this statement that 

justifies the motive as one of the primary supporting cells of the work. The statement is 

played by the clarinet section, beginning on D, a major 6* above the previous statements. 

However, this time it serves as the opening motive of the trio melody ("b2"), or tune 

(Downs, interview). The motive remains imchanged from the "bl" version, but when 

attached to the melodic material, which follows the motive, its fimction changes 

dramatically. The trio melody will be discussed in the following chapter. It will become 

a significant source of melodic adaptation in other parts of the piece, however, since the 

motive then becomes identified with a larger melodic unit, all additional derivations will 

be discussed in relation to that melodic line. No additional uses of "b" or "bl" are 

evident outside the context of the trio melody (Table 3). 
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Table 3. Motive "b" and its Derivatives. 

Motive 
Identifier 

b 

bl 

b2 
Trio 

melody 

Location 
(measures) 

10-11 

22-23 

27-28 

31-32 
34-35 
37-38 
39-40 

40-42 
42-44 

170-172 

Derives 
from 

b 

Bl 

Relationship to other motives and 
Unique characteristics 

Subtle quaUty 
Cormective material - motive "a" and pedal 

Connective material - pyramid and "x" 
Added bass clarinets 

Cormective material - "al" and "y" 
Now becomes part of a complex texture of 

musical activity 
Added confrabass clarinets 

Continues to adjust instrumentation to the 
texture 

Exact repetition with 2 additional quarter 
note 

preceding "b" 

Exact repetition of bl 
Played by the clarinet section 
Used as opening material for a longer 
melodic line 

which become Trio melody 

Motive "c" 

The opening statement of "c" occurs in measure 18 as the pyramid chord is being 

sustained. It is the primary activity in the musical texture for the four measures it is 

played, and it, like the other primary motives, is used in a variety of ways throughout the 

composition. In order to develop this motive. Downs takes a completely different 

approach. In measures 76-83 the listener is infroduced to a relatively complicated series 
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of two-note motives witii different intervals, and presented by the trombones and homs. 

Rhythmically there is no mistaking the origination from motive "c," as all note values 

correspond to tiie original statement. The otiier changes, however, are too complicated to 

make a distinct connection by looking at a single voice. Compiling both parts and all 

enfrances to create one musical thought, reveals the tioie association to the original 

motive. For now, tiie collective idea will be labeled "cl" (Example 17). 

Example 17. Motive "cl": E7A, measures 76-83, F Homs and Trombones. 

Horn in F 

Trombone 

# 

76 

^ ^ 

77 78 79 

mf 
f m 

80 

i 

81 82 83 

Hn. 

Tbn. 

m 

s 
crescendo tf 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

These combined frombone and hom parts create four opening ascending intervals 

altemating between the two sections. While the original "c" motive opened with a M6 

interval, these intervals are m6, P5, P5, M6. The descent then begins in the frombone not 
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from tiie fourth enfrance, but from the third. The descending intervals are half-step, m3, 

P4, A5. These intervals are taken at least in part from the "f' harmonic motive, and they 

correspond exactly with tiie original "c" statement. 

The use of multiple instirmients playing altemating motives to create one melodic 

idea is used in similar ways throughout the rest of tiie piece. In measure 86 four 

ascending intervals in altemating voices appears between the frombone and tinimpet. 

These enfrances infroduce "c2." These separate lines, however, are rhythmicaUy and 

melodically identical, appearing as a canon separated by one beat and one half-step. The 

first ascending interval is a m6, and the second is a d7. The descent follows the same 

pattem as in "c" and "cl." One very significant difference in this statement, however, is 

found in its function. At this point "cl" becomes part of a larger melodic line in much 

the same way as "b2" becomes the primary source of the Trio melody. This new 

motive,"c2," will be fraced ftirther in the discussion of "Theme Group" in the following 

chapter (Example 18). 

Example 18. Motive "c2": E7A, measures 86-90, Trumpets and Trombones. 

86 87 89 90 

Trumpet in Bk 

Trombone 

^ 

') <̂  - ^ 

^ 
^ ^ 

^ 

¥ = ^ 

^ 

^ 

vi 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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Unlike "b," which never retums as a simple motive once it has become a part of the Trio 

melody, "c" does retum. The first restatement of "c" appears in measure 145. The 

baritone and frombones restate the original cell up one half step. This is followed 

immediately by a new derivation in measure 149. For the sake of clarity, this statement is 

labeled "c3", but only two insignificant changes remove it from the original cell. First, 

the opening motive is a m6, not a M6, and the final descending interval is a P5 instead of 

the original A5. Downs changes the interval here to coordinate with other harmonic 

activities occurring in these measures. 

Another interesting variation appears in measure 220. The frombones play the 

"c2" statement verbatim without the canonic enfrance of the trumpets. This is played 

from a starting pitch of D, up a minor third from the "c2" motive. This enfrance begins 

on the upbeat following the first dovmbeat of the measure, as opposed to the anacrasis 

enfrance to measure 87. While additional statements, which closely resemble "c" and 

"c2," are made at various times throughout the work, the Ustener is likely to associate the 

musical idea with the larger melodic unit once it estabUshes its identity. Further, tiie 

composer also considers the identity of the motive as having been lost into its new 

function as part of a larger melodic design (Downs, interview). However, the motive 

frequently appears in various forms without the corresponding groups from the larger 

theme. It can be argued, therefore, that the motive reassumes its identity and functions 

without any direct association with the Theme Group. Figure 5 illusfrates the use of the 

"c" motive and its derivatives. It includes those statements not mentioned above which 

may or may not be associated with the larger melodic unit (Table 4). 



Table 4. Motive "c" and its Derivatives 
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Motive 
Identifier 

c 

cl 

c2 
Component 
2 of Theme 

Group 

c3 

c4 

c5 

Location 
(measures) 

18-22 

145-149 

76-83 

86-90 

149-153 

220-223 

284-287 
330-333 

223-226 

287-290 

Derives 
from 

c 

cl 

b2 

c 

c2 

C4 

Relationship to other motives and 
Unique characteristics 

Important to estabUsh relationship of 
intervals 
Ascending M6 
Descending m2, m3, P4, A5 
Rhythmically insignificant - slow harmonic 

movement, no syncopation 

Played by baritone and frombone up m2. 

Rhythmically identical 
Three additional ascending intervals which 
overlap & altemate between frombones & 

homs 
Final ascending interval, all descending 

intervals match "c" 

Rhythmic diminution 
Two identical statements in canon by 
trumpets and 

frombones 
Final ascending intervals match exactly 

Becomes the source for a larger melodic 
unit 

Exact rhythmic restatement. Ascending 
interval is m6, not M6, Descending interval 
is P5, not A5 

Exact restatement of frombone part of 
canon. 
Stated alone with no canonic enfrances 
Played up m3 
Enters on upbeat after downbeat, not as 
anacrasis 

2 ascending intervals, both M6 
Descent preceded by ascending half-step 
Descent varies intervals from original 

1 
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Table 4 cont. 

Motive 
Identifier 

c6 

Location 
(measures) 

226-229 

290-293 

Derives 
from 

C4 

Relationship to other motives and 
Unique characteristics 

Stated in woodwinds and harmonized 
Descending intervals vary from the norm for 

harmonic reasons 
Rhythmically identical 

Motive "x" 

The use of "x" in E7A is, at times, not completely obvious. To look for strict 

restatements of the entire motive or its canonic freatment or intervallic design, will cause 

the observer to miss tiie more subtle use of the original cell. Recall that "x" is only a 10 

note motive, but that it is first presented in a four-part cannon tiiat is repeated many times 

in the next 22 measures. That freatinent of the motive is "xl" (Example 19). 
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Example 19. "xl": £7^4, measures 23-26, F homs. 

Horn in F 1 

Hom in F 2 

Hom in F 3 

Hom in F 4 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The next derivation is, however, somewhat obvious, even though it is a relatively 

loose derivation. The clarinets begin a 9-note, 3-part canon of triplet quarter notes in 

measure 28. It eventually grows to include all the upper woodwinds and continues for 18 

measures. This pattem overlaps "xl" and is used primarily to add accompaniment 

support to the ever-thickening texture as each new melodic cell and derivation is 

infroduced. It also serves to eruich the texture and heighten the rhythmic intensity by 

creating tension with "xl" being played by the homs. The other characteristics of the "x" 

motive are noticeably absent in "x2," including the intervallic pattem, the 10-note 

pattem, and duple quarter note rhythm. Based on the function and canonic freatment of 

"x2," and on the fact that no future statements or other manipulations of this motive are 
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evident in the work, it cannot be considered a new ceU. Therefore, it is at least a loose 

derivative of "xl" (Example 20). 

Example 20. "x2": £7^, measures 28-31, Clarinets. 

Clarinet in Bk 1 

Clarinet in Bk 2 

Clarinet in Bk 3 

28 29 30 

^ ^ w 
^ 

^ 

j j ^ j k J j 
cresc. pocoapoco 

IfffW 
m 

cresc. poco apoco 

-^—. S 1— 

^W 

WW^ 

wmm 
^m 

Jkj j j jkj 

p^ 

k j j j j j k j 
cresc. poco apoco 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Another motive v îth only slight connections to the original cell is found in 

measure 54. This section of tiie work infroduces the first melody, which, after an opening 

sustained pitch, bursts into a line of miming quarter notes. These notes are not at all like 

those of the pyramid cluster infroduced in measure 49, which serve to build harmonic 

intensity. Instead, like those in "x," these provide a rhythmic energy to the moment that 

propels the piece forward. The fimdamental use as an accompaniment figure has 

changed, and the linear progression has not been followed, but the function and spirit of 

the line originates in the "x" motive. For other compositions this connection might be 

difficult to justify, but in E7A, Dovms has demonsfrated a unique ability to create a 
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myriad of musical ideas from the simplest of sources. This four-part is presented in the 

clarinet section. The running quarter notes create major tiiads on each dovmbeat and 

various cluster chords, which utiUze the intervallic patters in "f," on the upbeats 

(Example 21). 

Example 21. "x3" derivation: iE7y4, measures 56-59, Clarinets. 

Clarinet in Bk 1 

Clarinet in Bk 2 

Clarinet in Bk 3 

Bass Clarinet 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-MiUs 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 

This first melodic line is used frequently in the work. Refer to the next chapter for an 

analysis of the longer melodic units and thefr role in the formal design of tiie piece. This 

chapter wAl provide additional information on the use of "x3" as a part of the larger 

melodic imits. 

An abbreviated version of "x" appears begiiming in measure 75 in the clarinets, 

"x4." The original 10-note motive has been reduced to 7 notes, but the sequence of 
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intervals has been stiictly followed. Further, tiie enfrances are presented as a four-part 

canon separated by a time interval of one beat, just as in "x." Because the original form 

of tiie cell was an even number of pitches and tiiis repetition is an odd number, the 

potential for an awkward syncopation of repetitions is created. The composer augments 

the final note in "x4" into a half note to avoid that rhythmic problem. Each voice begins 

each enfrance on the beat, and tiie half note facilitates that repetition (Example 22). 

Example 22. Motive "x4": E7A, measures 75-78, Clarinets. 

75 76 77 

Clarinet in Ek 

Clarinet in Bk 1 

Clarinet in Bk 2 

Clarinet in Bk 3 

^ 

78 

mf 

m 

^ 

mf 

^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

^ 

m 
mf 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Also, this statement occurs simultaneously v îth the first statement of "cl." That cell 

serves to produce "c2," which becomes a functioning component for the Theme Group, 

which will be discussed in the next chapter. Similarly, "x4" vdU eventiially serve as 

anotiier functioning component of that same Theme Group. Dovms takes two separate 
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and unrelated cells and creates two new derivatives. He presents them simultaneously, 

and later uses tiiem togetiier to form a larger melodic unit. The "x4" motive is presented 

again in the trumpet and hom sections beginning in measure 144. The four-part canon is 

continued but each trumpet part is doubled on tiie second and fourth enfrance by its 

corresponding hom part. 

Another abbreviated form of "x," "x5," appears at the end of a melodic phrase in 

measure 86. The first five notes of the original cell are used as the last five notes of the 

phrase, and that descends through the initial scale steps in G major. They are presented 

as eighth notes creating a sfrong ending. The same effect is repeated at the end of another 

section beginning in measure 152. The rhj^hm is created by quarter notes, and the tonal 

center is Ab major (Example 23). 

Example 23: Motive "x5": £"7/4, measure 86, Piccolo 

86 

Piccolo m 
From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 

PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 

A sixth derivation is found beginning in measure 219 in the oboe, clarinet, and 

alto saxophone parts. Dovms combines the quarter note pattem and the canonic freatment 

from tiie first appearance of "x" with the intervalUc pattem found in tiie melodic variation 
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"x3." This combination creates a three-part canon of 8 quarter-note lines, which begin at 

a frequency pattem of 1 beat, 1 beat, and 2 beats (Example 24). 

Example 24. Motive "x6": £'7/4, measures 219-222, Clarinets. 

Clarinet in Bk 1 

Clarinet in Bk 2 

Clarinet in Bk 3 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 

This exact motive is repeated in measures 283-289. 

The "xl" motive is restated just before the end of the piece at the beginning of 

measure 329. The trumpets play the entire ten-note motive with a tonal center of Bb ui a 

four part canon, but each part repeats "x" only once (Table 5). 



Table 5. Motive "x" and its Derivatives 
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Motive 
Identifier 

X 

xl 

x2 

x3 

x4 

x5 

x6 

Location 
(measiures) 

23-25 

23-44 

329-334 

28-47 

56-58 

75-82 

144-152 

86 

152-153 

219-225 
283-289 

Derives 
from 

X 

xl 

X 

xl 

X 

X andx3 

Relationship to other motives and 
Unique characteristics 

10 note unit - all even quarter notes 
IntervalUc pattem of whole steps and halfsteps 

( 1 , V2, 1, 1, Vz, Vz, 1, 1, Vz) 

Provides rhythmic energy and forward motion 
Tonal Center - A 
4 part canon 
Played by F homs 

Played by trumpets 
Tonal Center Bb 
Repeats "x" only once 

Similar canonic freatment - only three part canon 
9 note unit with no relation to intervallic pattem 
Played in clarinets, saxophones, flutes, and oboes 

Use for melodic puiposes 
Uses quarter note pattem to drive melodic line 
No connection to the intervallic pattem 

7 note motive - last note augmented to half note 
Intervallic pattem strictly followed 
Presented in clarinet section 
Becomes component in Theme Group 

Presented in trumpet section with second and 4' 
enfrances doubled by corresponding hom part 

5-note motive 
Eighth note pattem - last note augmented to 

quarter note 
Played by upper woodwinds 

Augmented to all quarter notes 
Played by aU woodwind, high brass, bass 

bass frombone and tuba 

8-note motive. Quarter note pattem. Played by 
oboes, clarinets, and alto saxophones 3-part canon 
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Pyramid Cluster - Motive " f 

Unlike the melodic and accompaniment ceUs described above, the pyramid cluster 

serves a harmonic function more than any otiier. However, because of the way the 

cluster is presented, and the way in which the other cells use the resulting harmonies, the 

cluster is included in tiie discussion of linear content. The four pyramid clusters are 

readily evident in the score. The first is located in measure 14. Presented as the thfrd 

melodic idea of the work, Dovms builds a cluster of tones beginning in the clarinets and 

flutes. The nine-note cluster described at the beginning of this chapter serves as the 

harmonic foundation for the work. Dovms used it as a scale to create the melodic events 

throughout the work (Dovms, interview). Regardless of the tonal center of any given 

section, the linear material throughout the entfre work is based on a scale of altemating 

halfsteps and minor thirds. The dissonant intervals in "a" and the intervals that create 

"c," are just two of the most obvious examples of this melodic design. 

An additional function of the pyramid statements themselves is to separate larger 

sections of the work. The first statement does not function in this way as it is presented 

in the infroduction of the work solely to provide the Ustener with an overview of the 

material that will play an important role in tiie rest of the piece. The additional three 

statements, however, clearly are used to separate and identify to the listener, major 

portions of the composition. In measure 49 the flurry of activity tiiat climaxes in the 

infroduction winds dovm to a welcomed caUn and a pyramid cluster exactly like measure 

14 rebuilds the harmonic pattem beginning on Bb. The tiiird presentation of tiie pyramid 

appears in measure 239. Here the composer uses the motive as a signifier of a repeat 
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sign. While tiiis section of the work does not utiUze repeat signs and multiple endings, 

the material presented after the pyramid motive is clearly a stiiictural repeat of the music 

from tiie first part of tiiat section. This statement involves the each section of the 

ensemble, and is presented as a dramatic crescendo, which sets off the retum of the 

melodic line. The fourth, and final pyramid appears amidst a dramatic raUentando in 

measure 303, and it is built on E. As before, it follows an exciting and rhythmically busy 

section and is used amidst a dramatic raUentando, restoring a previous tempo and 

creating the dramatic closing to the work. There is an interesting growth pattem in these 

four statements. In measure 14, the dynamic level is pianissimo and the instrumentation 

is limited to the flutes and clarinets. The cluster is complete in two measures. In the 

second statement in measure 49, the dynamic level remains soft, the instrumentation is 

re-voiced to include the clarinets and saxophones, and the entire cluster is formed in four 

measiu-es. The thfrd statement involves the entfre ensemble. It fits effectively in a 

section of music that is both spirited and lively, presented at a very sfrong dynamic level. 

The fomlh, and final statement is virtually identical to the thfrd with one very significant 

alteration. It is performed as a dramatic raUentando, which creates an even greater 

dramatic feeling. This motive is used to prepare the Ustener for the coda and the 

exuberant ending of the work. 

These motivic cells, "a," "b," "c," "x," and "f," and thefr derivatives will be used 

as stmctural units in the melodic material throughout the piece and will be examined in 

the next chapter. Downs' use and combination of these very simple melodic, harmonic 

and rhythmic units proves to be the foundational basis for the entire composition. 



CHAPTER rv 

ANALYSIS OF MELODIC CONTENT, 

HARMONIC STRUCTURE, AND FORMAL DESIGN 

Perhaps the most interesting and complex aspect of E7A is Dovms' approach to 

formal design. As a concert march, the work adheres to the overall fraditional design of 

the military marches of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century works, at 

least with respect to the primary sections. However, the material within the sections is 

dramatically different from those works, and Downs creates a compound stmcture that 

includes two fraditional classical forms in addition to the march. In a lecture-

demonsfration presented at the 1995 MENC Convention before the premier performance 

of E7A, Dovms submitted the following insight regarding the form of the composition. 

So why pour a new piece into an old mold? It's not just that I like marches 
(I do), but also that when you use a famiUar form you can tug and pull at it, 
sfretch it way out of shape, or even pour some other form into the middle of 
it. And the Usteners wiU still feel that they have thefr bearings, that they aren't 
lost somewhere in note-spinning land. And in this business comprehension by 
the listener has to be the ultimate goal. 

Now E7A is obviously in fraditional march form. You can see from the 
parts in front of you that you have an infroduction, two repeated sfrains, a 
tiio, dogfight, tiio retum, dogfight, and trio retum. But it's a lot longer than 
a typical march, about twice as long, in fact, and embedded in it are what 
amoimts to a sonata form symphonic movement and a symphonic scherzo 
movement (Dovms, "A Lecture" 4) 

The individual sections are created in some cases by the score notations, but also by tiie 

use of many kinds of melodic material, most of which is based on the motivic cells 

discussed in Chapter 11. The melodies are identified and labeled as Melody 1 (in 2 parts). 

51 
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Theme Group (of 2 components), and Melody 2. These melodic units are presented in a 

variety of ways, and will undergo significant fransformations throughout the work. This 

chapter will study each major section and analyze tiie melodic and harmonic events in 

each in order to determine the stmctural forms entailed in the work. 

Concert March Form 

Like RS-2 and DDA40X, E7A is modem freatment of the traditional concert march 

form. "Historians of wind band music agree that the march is the most characteristic, 

distinctive, and idiomatic type of military music and that in the wind band repertofre, the 

march is the tme and fraditional musical form" (Infravaia 4). In these works. Downs 

clearly demonsfrates a respect for the universal formal design of the march, but his 

compositions go far beyond the style made famous by John Philip Sousa whose works are 

characterized by a "deceiving simplicity of means and an humble concept of human 

emotions" (Fennell 39). The simple rhythmic stmcture, balanced phrases, and concise 

overall approach common to the fraditional marches of Sousa are replaced with a 

complex melodic organization, expanded sections, and intensely powerful dramatic 

events. Tom Everett, conductor of the Harvard University Wind Ensemble, said of 

Downs's compositional style, 

Lamont Dovmis' music incorporates unique timbres without incorporating 
odd or tmusual instmmentation. It's all in his concept, much the same as a 
visual artist, that he sees fraditional forms, shapes, and colors in a very 
personal and original way. He has the visual artists' ability to image sounds, 
along with the technique to bring the image alive. RS-2 is a march, although 
first time listeners might miss that fact. The wide contours of his melodic lines, 
imexpected rhythms, stark timbres and harmonic openness ("vaguely tonal") 
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ships away at the "fraditional march" to tiie point that the listener experiences 
an entfrely new, redefining of a "MARCH." (Everett) 

The major sections of a march include an Infroduction, an opening Sfrain, a 

second Sfrain, and a Trio. "The march form itself evolved dfrectly from the minuet-trio" 

(Madeja 123). "The basic form of each march contains two sections repeated, a "trio" 

divided into two repeated sections, and a da Capo al Fine " (Intravaia 10). The two-part 

"A" section in the minuet is identified in the march form as the first and second sfrains, 

and the two-part "B" section is related to the Trio section (Madeja 123). "Once the 

classic march form was established, however, composers went about abandoning custom, 

breaking the mles, and exploring options. American composers, for example were quick 

to eliminate the da capo, choosing to end the march more commonly with a final 

fortissimo statement of the trio sfrain" (Madeja 123). In addition to these sections, a brief 

fanfare-like infroduction is often used to grab the attention of the listener and establish 

the rhythmic energy for the work. Many marches by early American composers include 

a four-measure fanfare opening statement, as seen in Sousa's King Cotton March and 

Henry FilUnore's His Honor March. It is not uncommon, however, for the opening to 

include as many as eight measures, as in Sousa's The Washington Post March. 

The major sections of the march are clearly defined in the score with the use of 

repeat signs, and vmtten score notations. The infroduction is 53 measures in length, and 

it serves to create a dramatic opening, setting tiie emotional tone for the entire work and 

infroducing the motivic cells that serve to create larger melodic ideas throughout the 

piece. Intentionally or not, tiie frain "tone-picture" to which Downs refers in his score 

notes is evident in the infroduction {E7A). Beginning with only a very soft pedal tone. 
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the motives are infroduced one-by-one. They are repeated and overlapped to create an 

ever-growing dense texture that climaxes at measure 39 with simultaneous statements of 

tiie "a3," "b," "xl," and "x2" motives. The overall effect is clearly one of a frain 

approaching from far in the distance, arriving at measure 39, and finally, roaring past into 

the distance. The emotional intensity of the section then begins to relax after the climax. 

The texture thins, and the dynamic levels reduce significantly in preparation for the first 

sfrain. 

A pedal tone of Eb sounds without interraption imtil the final few measures of the 

infroduction. It serves as a dominant pedal to the Ab tonal center of the first sfrain. As 

stated above. Downs' marches are vaguely tonal, and these references to conventional 

tonal harmonies play a meaningful role in determining the tonal centers of the sections. 

The melodic material of the infroduction is limited to the motivic cells discussed in 

Chapter n. Just as the melodic texture thickens as the climax of the infroduction 

approaches, so does the rhythmic activity and complexity. The bass drum plays a very 

soft roll, which supports the pedal tone at the beginning. At measure 9 the Tom-Toms 

enter playing a simple duple eighth note pattem on each beat. Two measures later the 

timpani begins to answer the Tom-Toms on the upbeats playing a very similar eighth note 

pattem. As measure 39 approaches the snare dmm, field drum, cowbell, and chimes add 

to the texture. All these instruments play very simple rhythmic pattems that work 

together to create the effect of the approaching frain. Aural allusions of frain fracks, 

diesel homs, and other raifroad-related soimds color the section. The chime part is the 

most critical to the success of the tone-picture. It is a four-note hemiola pattem repeated 
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consistently for four measures. This creates a clear allusion to a raifroad-crossing signal. 

At its most complex, the rhytiimic texttire of the infroduction includes whole notes, duple 

quarter notes, tiiplet quarter notes, duple eightii notes, and the hemiola figure. The 

melodic constmction of these rhythmic pattems combines to create a most complicated 

and dramatic texture. The infroduction concludes with the Eb dominant pedal tone giving 

way to the pyramid chord, which estabUshes the intervaUic scale pattem on which the 

melodic ideas are constmcted (Table 6). 

Table 6: Infroduction of E7A: Organization of Musical Events, measures 1-53 

Measure 
Numbers 

1-50 

5-9 

9-53 

10-11 

14-22 

18-25 

22-26 

23-45 

24-25 

25-29 

27-30 

28-47 

31-33 

34-36 

Motives - musical elements 

pedal tone 

"a" 

Rhythmic foundation 

"b" 

Pyramid Chord, " f 

"c" 

"b" 

"xl" 

"al" 

"a2" 

"b" 

"x2" 

"b" 

"b" 

Tonal 
Center 

Eb 

A (major) 

Eb 

54 step, m3 
intervals 

E-Ab 

Eb 

A 

Ab 

A 

Eb 

Eb 

Eb 

Instrumentation 

bsn, bass clar (1-33) 
ttxba (31-50) 
bari sax (43-50) 

f hom section 

percussion section 

second bassoon 

upper woodwinds 

first alto saxophone 

second bassoon 

f hom section 

flutes, tmmpets 

frombones 

second bsn, BBb clar 

clar (28-47) 
saxes (32-47) 
oboes(37-46) 
flutes, pic (42-45) 

BBb clar, bsn, bari sax 

+ baritone 
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Table 6 cont. 

37-38 

39-40 

39-42 

40-42 

42-44 

43-45 

47-49 

49-52 

"b" 

"b" 

"a3" 

"bl" 

"bl" 

"a3" - witii exfra chord " f 

"a4" 

Pyramid C h o r d - " f 

Eb 

Eb 

A 

Eb 

Eb 

A 

g minor 

BBb clar, bsn, bari sax 
baritone 

+ bass clar 

trumpet, frombone 

same as "b" 

as before 

trumpets, frombones 

flutes, piccolo, oboe 

clar, sax, low reeds 

The first sfrain is set off in the score with repeat signs at measures 53 and 83. It 

contains two melodic units, and a tonal progression from Ab to Bb. The opening "a5" 

motive, which estabUshes the Ab tonal center, gives way to the first theme of the piece. 

Actually, Dovms prefers tiie term Melody 1, or Tune. His concept of the melody is to 

create a single extended and connected musical thought, not intermpted by cadences or 

other melodic cessations (Dovms, interview, notes). The result is a thirteen-measure 

flowing line of notes that can be analyzed in two parts. The ffrst begins with an abmpt 

opening chord made of three tones from the " f motive; A, Bb, and Db. This figure is 

sti^ck on an upbeat, held for three beats, and then flows tiirough a quarter note sequential 

pattem. This pattem follows the melodic design off," but when voiced in tiiree-part 

harmony, it creates a harmonic pattem that altemates major tiiads with otiier chords 

roughly based on " f as well. This line, played by tiie clarinets, covers the first six 

measures of the melody (Example 25). 



Example 25. First Sfrain - Melody 1, first part: E7A, measures 54-59, Clarinets. 

Clarinet in Bb 1 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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The second part of Melody 1 is unique in that some form of a motivic cell does 

not create it. Not only does it use new material, but also some of its new material will be 

used later in the work for additional melodic ideas. Whereas Downs has otiierwise taken 

melodic ceUs to produce new melodic material, here he has reciprocated tiiat approach to 

create a melodic motive, "d," from the material infroduced in a melodic line. The figure 

is a simple five-note line that descends by step tiirough the first four notes and tiien leaps 

up a minor tiifrd. This one measure figure is repeated rhythmically, but it is altered 

melodically in the very next measure. Angular movements in an uncomplicated rhythmic 

line follow those measures (Example 26). 
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Example 26. First Sfrain Melody 1, second part: E7A, measures 60-66, Clarinets. 

Clarinet in Bk 

63 

^ l>|g 
' ^ l — ^ 

t£?^^' -— 1 

65 66 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The figure seen in measure 60 will now be referred to as motive "d" so that it may be 

identified in other parts of the composition. The entire line serves to move the music 

forward in a march-like manner, and the flowing nature of the melody maintains the 

energy of the section. The saxophones and upper woodwinds in measure 66, creating a 

melodic relationship similar to that of the antecedent and consequent phrases, repeat 

melody 1. 

While the fraditional march typically would not have a second theme in the ffrst 

sfrain, Downs chooses to use an additional melodic unit (Downs, interview). This second 

melody is quite different from Melody 1 in that there is no single melodic line that can be 

identified as the actual tune. Rather, Downs creates a Theme Group, which is made up of 

two separate components, each of which is one of the motivic derivations described in 

Chapter II (Dovms, interview). The two components are "x4" and "cl." They occur 

simultaneously, and while the composer's intent is to have two separate and simultaneous 

melodic ideas, an argument can be made that "x4" maintains the original function of its 
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original cell derivation "xl" as an accompaniment motive to "cl" (Downs, interview, 

notes). These are performed witiiout any textiiral support with the exception of the open 

fifth pedal tones, Bb and F. The tonal center for each component of the Theme Group is 

Bb as well (Examples 27 and 28). 

Example 27. Ffrst Sfrain - Theme Group, component 1 ("x4"): E7A, measures 75-78, 

Clarinets. 

75 

Clarinet in & 

Clarinet in Bk 1 

Clarinet in Bk 2 

Clarinet in Bk 3 

^ 

^ 

m 

76 77 78 

mf 

mf 

mf 

^ 

^ 
^ 

^ 

ttr f , 1̂  

^ 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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Example 28. First Sfrafri - Theme Group, component 2: E7A, measures 76-83, 
Trombones and F Homs. 

Horn in F 

Trombone 

^ 

76 77 78 79 80 

^m 
mf 

f = ^ ^ 

^ 

mf 

Hn. 

Tbn. 

# 

81 82 83 

^ 

^ 

#• 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-MiUs 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The Theme Group is very short, and it is followed by a return of "d" from Melody 1. 

This brings the ffrst sfrain to a convincing conclusion (Table 7). 

Table 7: Melodic Material in First Strain of E7A 

Melody 1 
(54-66) 

Melody 1 
(66-76) 

Theme Group 
(75-83) 

Parti 
(54-59) 

Parti 
(66-71) 

Component 1 
("x4") 

Part 2 
(60-66) 

Part 2 
(72-76) 

Component 2 
(from C2) 
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The second sfrain, too, is easily identifiable by the repeat signs placed in the score 

at measures 84 and 155. A much more lengthy section compared to the first sfrain, the 

second sfrain is not characterized by new melodic material typical of a march strain. 

Instead, tiiree primary events of interest occur. The first of tiiese involves the linear 

content. The "d" motive is used to open the section in much the same way that "a5" 

opened the first sfrain. By tins time "d" has been estabUshed as a primary melodic unit. 

It propels the music, or the "frain," forward, which is particularly effective when repeated 

multiple times in succession. Like "a5" in the first sfrain, "d" is presented with no 

accompaniment, and it serves to estabUsh the new tonal center, G. Material from 

component 2 is the only melodic content used until measure 101. 

The second significant event involves the musical effect. With the thin texture, 

sparse instrumentation, uncompUcated rhythmic activity, and the restatement of "a," this 

section begins to set the same kind of tone-picture achieved in the infroduction. 

However, in this case, the free use of multiple motives does not lead to the same kind of 

climax as did the infroduction, and a different overall effect is produced. Thfrd, Downs 

expands the rhythmic activity. In much the same way that low brass and homs 

commonly provide a rhythmic motor by playing an "um-pah" accompaniment pattem in 

Sousa marches, so the clarinets, bassoons, saxophones, trumpets, and percussion play a 

similar role in E7A. The ffrst part of the rhythmic motive is a two-note, quarter note 

pattem played as an anacmsis and downbeat. The saxophones, trumpets and percussion 

perform the figure. The clarinets and bassoons play the second part, a light-hearted, 
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ratiier humorous sounding tiiree-note descending pattem that derives from "d" (Example 

29). 

Example 29. Second Sfrain - Accompaniment "motor": E7A, measures 114-116, 
Clarinets and Tenor Saxophone. 

Clarinet in Bl-

Tenor Sax. 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

This section continues to explore various motivic uses including, in large part, the "d" 

motive. A pedal point of A begins in measure 122, but the tonal center is moving back to 

Ab. That tonal center retums with Melody 1 in measure 135. The Theme Group also 

retums in measure 145, this time in Ab. The second sfrain comes to an even sfronger 

conclusion than did the previous section by rhythmically augmenting "x5." 

The next section, measures 155-171, is a short bridge to the Trio. Characterized 

by the repetition and augmentation of "d," the bridge provides an exciting stringendo. 

The emotional intensity increases along with the accelerating tempo. After several 

repetitions of "d," the final note of the motive is removed and ultimately, in measure 164, 
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only tiie ffrst note of the motive remains. The new tempo is firmly established in 

measure 167, and a four-measure infroduction to the Trio begins at that point. 

The term "Trio" is appUcable on two levels. Ffrst, the section maintains some of 

the qualities of the trio section of the fraditional march form. "The tiio is generally 

written in a related key and utilizes a reduced instrumentation" (Madeja 123). While the 

tonal shift from Ab to D cannot be considered a "related key," the shift itself is consistent 

with the harmonic events of the march form. Further, an aUemating dovmbeat-upbeat 

figure provide the accompaniment motive that supports a melodic line much more closely 

related to the tuneful march melodies associated with the fraditional march form. Also, 

the homophonic texture and rhythmic simplicity is more common to the march trio form. 

In addition to the initial trio melody, which is comprised of all new material, melodic 

material taken and revised from other sections of the work is also used. 

The organizational layout of the Trio is comparable to the organizational stmcture 

of the combined ffrst two sfrains. This will be examined later in this chapter as a part of 

the discussion of the sub-forms of the piece. This section identifies linear happenings of 

the trio. The new melody, which begins at measure 170, is the trio melody. Dovms' 

prefers to refer to it as Melody 2 as it is the only lengthy melodic line, other than Melody 

1, that functions without the simultaneous presentation of other linear material. This 

labeling method provides an analytical association between the two Imes. The opening 

motive is taken dfrectly from "bl" in measures 40-41. This motive becomes the opening 

motive to a melody that maintains at least some similarity to the flowing quarter notes 

found in Melody 1. The runnmg pattem m Melody 2 is comprised primarily of chromatic 
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steps, and tiie accompaniment to this melody is the simple rhythmic march pulse 

described above. This section is void of otiier linear events creating a texttire that is clean 

and dfrect (Example 30). 

Example 30. Trio - Melody 2, with "bl": E7A, measures 170-188, Clarinets. 

170 171 172 173 174 

Clarinet in Bk 

180 181 182 183 184 

w ^^ 
^ ^ 

•s ? • • î  

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The remaining melodic content of the trio is taken almost directly from the first sfrain. 

Melody 1 and Theme Group are presented as a functioning unit as in the ffrst strain. But 

just as the motives undergo a variety of manipulations upon restatement, so does this 

material. The first obvious change is the new tonal center of Eb. Next, the 

accompaniment figure under Melody 2 interrapts the Melody 1 opening phrase in 
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measures 205-206. The opening phrase is played by a modest instrumentation including 

only the homs, tenor saxophone and oboes, and to confrast, the interraption is played by 

the entfre ensemble at a homhastic fortissimo. After the two-measure interraption the 

Melody 1 figure continues in the oboe, saxophone and low reeds (Example 31). 

Example 31. Trio - Melody 1, interraption: E7A, measures 205-206, Trumpets, F Homs, 
and Tuba. 

Trumpet in Bt 1 

Trumpet in Bb 2 

Hom in F 1 

Hom in F 2 

Tuba 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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The remainder of tiie original melody is not present in this section of the work. 

Further, tiie composer considers this melodic unit to be tiiree individual events, as 

opposed to a line of two phrases separated by a rhytiimic interraption (Dovms, interview, 

notes). Considering this phrase as three separate events (1,2 and 3), the phrase is 

presented in measure 209 witii the following stioichire: 1,2, 3, 3, 3. The first of the 

repeated sections of the thfrd event features only the woodwind section, minus the 

saxophones. The trumpets and homs play the second statement of 3, and the entfre 

woodwind section, including the saxophones, complete the statement. 

New material is also presented at the end of the Theme Group. This material 

maintains the spirit of "cl," but new harmonies have been added at the interval of a thfrd. 

Measures 229-231 infroduce a new two-part figure in the trumpets and homs. The 

trumpet phrase is a line of "rocking thirds" (Downs, interview, notes). Taken from 

component two of the Theme Group, the line changes dfrections in a rocking motion 

before completing an ascending motion (Example 32). 

Example 32. Trio - Theme Group extension: E7A, measures 228-231, Trumpets. 

228 229 230 231 

Trumpet in Bk 1 

Trumpet in Bk 2 

/ 

m II 
i\^ iiiiJ m 

^ 

PllUJllllp f-|N"'P ^ i 
crescendo 

f i|ij iiiif n r iiiip f *̂  

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
PubUshing Corp. Used By Permission. 
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The hom part, which is played as anotiier component to the Theme Group extension, is a 

descending pattem of overiapping thirds. This provides an interesting confrast of linear 

dfrections (Example 33). 

Example 33. Trio - Theme Group extension: E7A, measures 229-231, F Homs. 

229 230 231 

Hom in F 'b' ' { I't- l|J IIIJ d 
f crescendo 

From: Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-Mills 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

This sets up a fransitional section of new material, at measure 232, all of which has some 

connection to previously stated motives and melodic events, before the retum of the of 

Melody 1. This material includes a fanfare motive in the brass, a "swirling line" of 

accompaniment motives, and the third statement of the pyramid chord which sets off the 

return to C. The trio expands but remains inclusive of these linear events. The order of 

these events and their fimction regarding the formal designs within the Trio will become 

relevant later in this chapter, but this material does retum in such as way as to indicate a 

full repeat of the trio, just as in the opening sfrains. 

The Trio eUdes into the Coda or Closing section of the work at measure 329. As 

stated above, early marches often included a da capo, but as American march composers 

developed the form, the da capo was not used. To close his march, Dovms decides to 

restate much of the original material of the piece. This provides a sense of a false da 
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capo. Since the purpose of this coda is to close the work in a powerful flurry of musical 

energy, a tme retum to the opening would be counterproductive. Therefore, the material 

in the coda is closely associated with the events that lead up to the initial climax of the 

work in measure 39. Motive "cl" from the Theme Group reappears, but the "xl" 

derivation is used as an accompaniment rather than the "x" melodic derivations that have 

combined with "c l" to create the Theme Group. These motives both estabUsh the final 

tonal center of the work, Bb. These are performed over an Eb pedal, as in the 

infroduction. The texture grows to include an additional rhythmic diminution of the "xl" 

in the upper woodwinds. In measure 334 the percussion join the texture to create 

additional excitement, and the Eb pedal is replaced by a sfrong Bb major triad in the 

homs and low brass. The trumpets and low reeds replace the frombones in the pedal 

chord, and in measure 338, the entire ensemble stops abraptly leaving the frombone 

section alone to contmue the Bb triad. The entfre band joms on the triad as described in 

Chapter n regarding the " a l l " motive. The upper woodwmds emphasize the final five 

beats with frantic grace note-like pattems, and tiie snare drum and tom-toms provide an 

eighth note driving rhythmic to the final stinger. 

While the content within the overall sections is dramatically different from a 

fraditional march form, Dovms purposefiilly designed the piece very creatively to allow 

him to express his unique musical concepts witii deference to the larger stinctiires of the 

march form. 
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Therefore the formal design of E7A, as determined by major stinctural sections 

identified by repeat signs and score indications, is recognizable as a concert march 

(Figure 2). 

Infroduction first sfrain second Sfrain Bridge Trio Coda 

measure 1 
tonal center Eb 
melodies (motivic) 

54 
Ab-Bb 
Melody 1 
Theme Group 

84 157 
G, others Ab 
(motivic) 
Melody 1 
Theme Group 

171 329 342 
C, Eb Bb 
Mel. 2 (motivic) 
Melody 1 (rev) 
Theme Group (rev) 

Figure 2: Concert March Form in E7A 

Scherzo Form 

Since the intemal design of the march form sections are not followed in E7A, it is 

necessary to determine what kind of formal designs, if any, are used within these larger 

sections. A breakdown of the melodic events, with reference to the tonal events of the 

piece, reveals another classical formal stracture in the work. Scherzo Form (Dovms, 

interview). The Scherzo of the late Classical period developed out of the minuet and trio 

form of the baroque period. Mozart and Haydn made significant changes in the character 

of tiie minuet creating a faster, texturally lighter piece (Spring 112). Eventually, 

Beethoven increased the speed further creating a more energetic piece and subjected the 

form to additional material as thematic fransitions, and codas. Thus, the minuet 

developed into a completely new genre knovm as Scherzo (Spring 113) (Figure 3). 
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Scherzo Trio Scherzo {da capo) 

A ://: B A :l/ C ://: D C :// A // B A // 

Figure 3. Scherzo Form 

Downs takes similar freedoms in composing each of the sections of march. Like the 

infroductions to the march form, most infroductions to the scherzo forms are short, 

containing material that is note critical to the formal design of the work. The 53-measure 

infroduction to E7A provides an unusually lengthy introduction, providing significant 

melodic material. The opening two sfrains combine to create a scherzo section of the 

form, and the material within the march trio clearly creates the trio section of the scherzo 

form. The coda described earlier in the chapter serves as a false da capo to complete the 

form. 

While the score does not show literal repeats signs in the Trio as in the 2 march 

strains, the content of the music creates the repeated sections. Section A is atypical to 

this form in that it has two melodies. Since the second melody is tiie Theme Group, 

which is not a tuneful melodic line, the Ustener can easily accept section A in this form. 

Section B is somewhat problematic to the Ustener in that many allusions to tiie 

infroduction and its motives are sfrongly evident. However, since these measures present 

motivic derivations that are in some cases significantly revised from tiie original 

statements, and since tiie musical effect estabUshes the allusion to tiie frain sounds very 

differently from the infroduction, the section does estabUsh its ovm identity independent 
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of tiie musical activities in the first 53 measures. The retiim to section A is clear and 

unmistakable, which estabUshes the first three-part section of the form. Since both march 

sfrains are repeated, tiie traditional repeats of the Scherzo form are followed in this 

section as well (Figure 4). 

Scherzo 

//: A :// //: B A :// 
fransition 

54 84 135 156 
Melody 1 (Ab) motives from Infro Melody 1 (Ab) 
Melody 1 (Ab) (G and otiiers) Theme Group (Ab) 
Theme Group (Bb) 

Figure 4: Scherzo Form in E7A: part 1 

The Trio follows the same outline as the Scherzo in the form. And while the 

layout of the score and its material is very different after measure 170, the outUne is very 

closely followed. Repeat signs are not used at all in this part of the work, but the repeats 

are provided within the context of the music. The clarinets beginning in measure 171 

play melody 2. The melody is then repeated beginning in measure 188. This repeat 

begins in the alto saxophone part, but each of the various note groupings within the 

melody are played by different instruments, creating a flowing melodic Une that jumps 

around throughout the ensemble. C, then, is a very concise, homophonic section that 

maintains the spirit of tiie Trio form, but also maintains Dovms' compositional 

fingerprint. 
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The second part of the Trio form is much more complicated. It begins in measure 

203, as described above, with part D. The material reminds the Ustener of the melodic 

material presented in section A of the Scherzo section of the form. D is separated from 

the restatement of C by the fransitional material, which concludes at 242. Here Downs 

begins his retum to C by repeating tiie second statement of Melody 2 from measure 188. 

The alto saxophone leads the various sections through the melody, which is again moved 

through the various sections of the ensemble. The texture is again quite clean and 

homophonic, but Dovms adds harmony to the melodic line, and the instrumentation 

varies to provide new colors. 

Section D retums at measure 267. Like the retum of C, there are slight, but 

meaningful changes to the presentation of the material. The colors are fresh, and the new 

harmonic lines add interest and excitement to the work. The fransitional material 

between the two parts is also present, but it is followed the second time by a dramatic 

raUentando. The fransition before the trio was used to increase the tempo and set up a 

new section. This fransition serves to separate parts within a section, reduce the tempo 

and create a new musical atmosphere. The melody continues to be shared between 

sections, but the accompaniment "motor" described earlier has expanded to include 

descending eighth-note pattems on the upbeats, played by the woodwinds. The part of C 

is heavier and more dramatic than the earlier presentation of the Melody 2, and it serves 

effectively to set up the coda which begins at measure 329 (Figure 5). 
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Trio 

II-- C :// //: D C :// coda 
171 203 242 329 
Melody 2(C) Melody l(Eb) Melody 2(C) (Bb) 

Theme Group (Eb) 

189 267 307 
Melody 2(D) Melody 1 (Eb) Melody 2(D) 

Theme Group (Eb) 

Figure 5: Scherzo Form in E7A: part 2 

The coda, described earlier in this chapter, is included in tiie figure above to indicate the 

false da capo. The Scherzo form is clearly evident in tiie work. The melodic and 

harmonic elements that define the sections demonsfrate the composer's desfre to expand 

the form and manipulate the musical elements in much the same way that Beethoven took 

compositional liberties with the minuet to create the Scherzo form. 

Sonata Form 

A second sub-form. Sonata Form, is evident in the composition (Downs, 

interview). It is limited to the ffrst two sfrains of the March. Each of the sfrains has 

multiple musical events, and each follows a specific design beyond even the Scherzo sub-

form. The ffrst sfrain, or exposition, contains two themes with differing tonal centers, 

and the entfre section is repeated. This analysis is not immediately evident due to the 

unusual linear quality of the second theme. The recognition of the Theme Group as a 

linear event as opposed to a fransitional section is critical to this formal design. A clear 

and convincing development section in measures 84-134 and a trae recapitulation 
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justifies the sonata form analysis. The development section in E7A is very typical of the 

classical equivalent. It does not have a convincing melodic line, which is problematic to 

the Scherzo analysis above, but it sfrengthens sonata form design. Many of the motivic 

derivations of "a," "b," "c," and "d," reappear in developmental forms. Further, the 

recapitulation is also very clear, and Dovms chooses to follow the fraditional harmonic 

design of returning both themes from the exposition in the tonic key (Figure 6). 

Sonata Form 

//:Exposition:// 
Recapitulation:// 
Measure 54-83 
Melody 1-2 times 
Theme Group 

Melody 1 - Ab 
Theme Group - Bb 

//:Development 

Measure 84-135 
Material from ms 1-52 
development of motives 
Similar effect to opening 

Measure 135-156 
Melody 1 -1 time 
Theme Group 
same tonal center 

Begins in G, many variations Melody 1 - Ab 
Theme Group - Ab 

Figure 6: Sonata Form in .£7/4 

Much of the brilUance of Dovms' work is evident in his command of melodic 

derivations and formal stinicttires. He set out to create a modem version of the concert 

march form, which, if followed literally, provides many creative restiictions on tiie 

modem composers. Yet he was able to create a work tiiat demonsfrated a respect for tiie 

fraditional form and many of its musical qualities, and still incorporate his own creative 

approach to melodic content and formal design. The complex natiire of tiie formal design 

of E7A, which includes the march form and the scherzo and sonata sub-forms, along witii 
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the interesting melodic lines, which are so cleverly derived from motivic cells, 

demonsfrate Downs' ability to use a variety of musical elements in unusual and 

complicated ways to create a most exciting and dramatic composition. 



CHAPTER V 

CONDUCTING PROBLEMS AND REHEARSAL SUGGESTIONS 

E7A presents many challenges to the conductor and performers. The mdividual 

parts are technically demanding, and the desired ensemble balance is difficuh to achieve. 

This chapter will provide helpful insights for the conductor preparing for rehearsals and 

performances of the composition. These insights originate from the composer, author, 

and conductors who have performed it. To begin, the performers, conductor, and the 

audience members must understand that this composition is a light-hearted work. It is 

not a heavy or overly serious work, and it must be freated as such in the rehearsal and 

performance. Dr. Matthew Mailman, conductor of the Oklahoma City University Wind 

Philharmonic, sought advice from the composer in preparation for performances of "Two 

Raifroad Marches," to which Downs' responded, "I think the only message I'd want to 

pass along to the OCU Symphonic Band is to enjoy the pieces—they're meant to be fim to 

play" (Downs, "Re: 'Two. . . ' " 28). Likewise, Hunsberger writes in the notes to the 

conductor in the score of "Two Raifroad Marches," "These two 'raifroad marches' {E7A 

and RS-2) are excellent examples of witty contemporary compositional techniques..." 

and "His (Dovms') innate sense of humor pervades the works - 1 hope you will have as 

much fun playing each of them either as concert material or as encores as have I" (Dovms 

"Two..."). Everett concurs with this approach providing the following statement 

regarding the marches with the Harvard University Wind Ensemble," I've found great 

joy in performing his music, as have my musicians. My experience has been that most 

76 
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Usteners are amused, intiigued or caught up in tiie energetic spirit of the piece, and not 

caught up in technical considerations. (Everett). While tiie piece demands great intensity 

and focused work by tiie performers, it is imperative that the performers and Usteners 

imderstand its light-hearted nature. 

Next, conductors must consider the difficulty of the work in order to assure a 

quality performance and a positive musical experience for aU involved. Regarding the 

"raifroad marches" Reynolds says that they are "quite difficult in many ways and will 

prove a challenge to even the most mature and advanced musician" (Reynolds). These 

difficulties, however, should not divert would-be conductors from attempting these 

pieces. In fact, advanced high school wind ensembles and college and university wind 

ensembles that are comprised of personnel with a wide range of performance skill, should 

take on a challenge like E7A. The students will enjoy the musical attributes of the work 

as well as its unique association to frains. Further, the exposure to this level of 

contemporary band literature will be of value to them and their appreciation to a wide 

range of music and musical style. In a general sense, ensembles that have some weaker 

players in a reasonably sfrong section are likely to be able to adequately handle this work, 

assuming that the conductor is willing to take players off of parts as needed throughout 

the work. Those ensembles that have entfre sections that are particularly weak, especially 

homs, trumpets and clarinets, should not attempt to perform E7A. 

Specific difficulties in the music are addressed in this chapter according to the 

following categories: tempi, rhythm, texture, musical effect, balance, dynamics, and 
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specific conducting problems. Suggestions for dealing with these difficulties witiiin the 

context of the rehearsal are provided in each area. 

Tempi 

The opening tempo marking reads "not too fast" and indicates that tiie half note 

pulse equals 128 beats per minute. This is easily estabUshed, and tiie ensemble should 

have no problems setting this accurately as the conductor is provided four measures of 

the pedal tone to open tiie work. No rhythmic difficulties or technical problems will 

prevent the conductor from a very clean and precise beginning tempo. As is typical of 

marches, the pulse should remain very steady, and the ensemble must resist the 

temptation to let the tempo accelerate with rhythmic inaccuracies. As the texture changes 

throughout the infroduction and the opening two sfrains, the ensemble will have a 

tendency to rash and drag the tempo. Once the tom-toms and timpani estabUsh the 

march-like rhythm, the performers must stabilize that rhythmic pulse until the music 

indicates otherwise. The first change to this tempo begins at measure 160 where a seven 

measure stringendo is used to establish the new tempo for the trio. At this point the 

tempo is "fast" and half note equals 156 beats per minute. This stringendo is very 

difficult to confrol. Downs encourages conductors not to start accelerating the tempo 

before measure 160. "It's easier the other way (starting the stringendo earlier) but rather 

spoils the fransition" (Dovms email 17 June 2002). In the correspondence between 

Downs and Mailman, Downs admits,".. .when Don Hunsberger did the premiere with 

the 1995 AU-Eastem Band, he wound up shifting the accelerando forward several 
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measures, because of the tiickiness of that particular tempo change. So you're not alone 

in findfrig them to be ticklish" (Downs "Re: 'Two. . . ' " 4 Oct. 1999). In addition to 

spoiling the fransition, starting the acceleration in measure 157 causes the "d" motive, 

which is repeated five times in succession in those three measures, to collapse 

rhythmically and lose its identity and motivic integrity. The result is a sloppy three-

measure unit that causes the next seven measures either to become an unnecessary 

musical delay of the coda, or to allow a continued rashing of the tempo, which causes the 

trio melody to begin faster than marked. This will cause it to be played in an 

unconfroUed manner. Similarly, the raUentando in measures 303-305 can be over 

dramatized. Like any pyramid chord, these measures create a myriad of balance 

problems, but the conductor must be primarily concemed with returning the music to the 

original march tempo. According to the composer, measure 306 should "be the same 

tempo as the opening half of the piece, not slow and ponderous. It should be almost 

dancelike, in fact" (Downs email 17 June 2002). However, measures 306-328 can work 

at a sUghtly slower tempo if the ensemble is able to create a majestic, victorious feeling 

in the music without becoming too heavy. But, the problem with this comes at the coda 

with the retum of the original motives and the sfrong ending. It simply does not provide 

a satisfying musical conclusion to tiie work if it is not rhythmically driving, fuU of energy 

and excitement. Further, a sudden burst of speed at measure 328 to compensate for a 

slower tempo at 306 does not make musical sense. There are no similar tempo changes 

elsewhere in tiie composition to justify such a decision, and the coda becomes musically 

separated from the rest of work. The sudden change creates a musical image tiiat is most 
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incompatible with the tone-picture of a locomotive. While the composition does not 

provide for many changes in tempo, the challenge to establish and maintain the correct 

tempos is significant. 

Rhytiim 

With tiie exception of the "xl" and "x2" motives, tiie rhythms in E7A are 

surprisingly uncomplicated. For this reason, ensembles that are musically less mature 

may be able to have a positive experience with the work, even if they do not attempt to 

perform it. Since the tempos are consistent and the rhythms are relatively uncomplicated, 

an intermediate level player who may straggle with the musical interpretation, the more 

technically complicated figures, or perhaps the exfreme ranges in some of the parts, may 

be reasonably successful playing through much of the work. With accurate counting this 

player may leave out any compUcated figures beyond his ability and still be able to 

follow the part. Dr. WilUam ReveUi instincts high school students that the third most 

important musical element requfred for successful performance is rhythmic accuracy 

(RevelU). Placing rhythm below only tone and intonation in importance but above both 

correct notes and musical interpretation, RevelU opens the door for ensembles of 

intermediate level players to tackle compositions such as this. 

Having said that, tiiere are challenging passages to address. Ffrst, the four-part 

canon of "xl" in measures 23-45. These enfrances are relatively simple in that each 

begins on the beat. For rehearsal purposes the conductor should consider counting this 

section in 4/4 time, making sure that the players hear the E major triads in the proper 
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inversion on each individual beat. Further, they must be instiiicted to observe strictiy the 

ten-note motive "x." Stagger breatiiing is required to estabUsh tiie fluidity of the line, 

but tiie players must perform tiie flowing line with tiie understanding of where the ten-

note motive begins each time it is stated. Smaller ensembles that have one person per 

part will straggle to maintain this pattem consistently through all 22 measures, which is 

one reason the composer suggests in the score notes that small ensembles of one per part 

should add an exfra player on each clarinet part. Breathing quickly, and in tempo without 

clipping the last note before the breath or coining in late on the first note after the breath 

is absolutely imperative to the rhythmic stability of the line and the harmonic integrity of 

the E major triads. 

Second, the three-part canon played as the "x2" motive beginning in measure 28 

is a much more difficult passage. Each voice begins on a different place within the triplet 

quarter note pattem. The second clarinet part is the least challenging to play because, 

like the "xl" motive, each enfrance is on a downbeat. Conductors with weak players in 

the clarinet sections may choose to juggle the parts for these measures to put thefr 

sfrongest players on the ffrst and thfrd parts. Other woodwind parts that play this motive 

in the subsequent measures should foUow the same instractions to provide a consistent 

blend of sound leading to tiie climax in measure 39. Slowmg dovm this passage in 

rehearsal will be critical for most ensembles to master rhytiimic precision. Once 

established, the clarinets and homs should be allowed to hear botii of these figures played 

together without the other instinments playing. Also, tiie performers in botii sections 

should be encouraged to memorize thefr motive to increase the visual interaction with the 
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conductor and tiie aural communication among the players tiiemselves. They should also 

remain very conscious of the line and its place in the texture as each void in "x2" 

concludes independently of the otiier voices creating a gentie fading out effect. The 

homs complete their phrases together on the dovmbeat of measure 45. Similar freatment 

should be given to the otiier canonic pattems throughout the work. 

A tricky but not difficult rhythm appears in measures 40 and 44, and reappears in 

a sUghtly altered form in measures 108,112,202,250 and 266. The rhythm here is a 

single syncopated chord played just after beat two but before the upbeat. If played 

carelessly, the chord, which comes from "f," will fall on the upbeat and the syncopation 

will be lost. The performers must place the note as close to beat two as possible without 

actually playing on the beat. They should be informed that it is impossible to play the 

note early if they do not play on the beat. This instraction will help them to play the note 

much closer to the downbeat, and much further from the upbeat, and thereby maintaining 

the desfred syncopation. A slight accent on the syncopation would also be appropriate. 

The two eighth notes in measures 55, 67, and 136 played by the clarinets will 

likely be played late by most ensembles. This figure is played without accompaniment, 

and even the percussion section has dropped out of the texture leaving three beats with no 

rhythmic motion played by the ensemble. It will be easy for the players to become 

rhythmically lazy, holding the sustained note slightiy longer than written, and causing 

imprecision in the quarter note lines that follow. The sustained note must grow 

dynamically, and conductors may choose to release that note just before the eighth-notes 
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which follow. Performers must maintain the pulse intemally and continue playing this 

figure with a fremendous amount of energy and intensity. 

Motive "d" is present throughout the work, and as described in the discussion of 

the stringendo above, this motive will be easily rashed causing the eighth notes to 

collapse rhythmically, desfroying the identity and integrity of the motive. The three 

staccato quarter notes, which open Melody 2 in measures 170 and 242, will tend to rash. 

Performers must give careful attention to the hushed intensity of this mfXme. Working to 

achieve maximum separation between the notes without desfroying the tone and body of 

each will solve this problem. This figure also appears in measures 188, 196, and 260, but 

the quarter notes are not marked as staccato notes. In these measures the notes should 

continue the steady fluid motion of the line maintaining the integrity of the rhythm and 

tempo of the work. Also, this figure is played in measure 306 after the raUentando, but it 

is marked with accents. The conductor should feel free to have the ensemble play the 

accents on long or short quarter notes as long as the tempo of this section does not drag or 

become heavy. 

Finally, like all marches the accompaniment motor is very important to the 

stability of tiie work, and it is typically among the most difficult figures to perform. The 

upbeat pattem played by the upper woodwinds beginnmg in measure 306 is particularly 

problematic. Like other similar figures, playfrig consistent upbeat figures will be difficult 

for some players. The player must be encouraged to feel and recognize tiie rest on each 

dovmbeat to prevent rashing and ensure precision. Rehearsing the accompaniment 

pattems while excluding all melodic content will be most productive in establishing a 
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firm rhj^thmic foundation throughout the Trio section. This could be done beginning in 

measure 167, or perhaps could become part of the rehearsal stabilizing the stringendo 

several measures before. This pattem should be one of those elements of the work that 

leads the Ustener to make evident connections to the march style. 

Texture, Musical Effect, Balance and Dynamics 

The overall musical effect created by E7A must be kept as a primary concern to 

the performers. "The infroduction, being the only 'tone painting' in the piece, must not 

be held back. The impression needs to be one of overwhelming weight approaching and 

passing (possibly over!) the Ustener" (Dovms "Re research project). Motive "a" provides 

the material that should be heard as the diesel hom of the frain. This motive retums in 

various ways in the infroduction, and each must increase in intensity leading to the 

climactic moment in measure 39. The effect of the approaching and passing frain must 

be convincing in these opening measures, and the conductor should allow the players to 

sfretch the limits of their normal tone and dynamic range as the music reaches the climax 

of the infroduction.. 

The opening pedal cannot be too soft, assuming that it can be heard at all. Small 

ensembles will have difficulty sustaining the tone and balancing it with the addition of 

each new part. The stiing bass, not shovm in the score, should be the dominant tone 

along with the bassoon. The bass drum must be careful not to emerge over the other 

pedal voices. The muted hom part in measure five must be played as if coming from 

another room. In these measures the performing ensemble should play one instrument 
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per a part regardless of how many instruments are available. Each new voice must be 

very careful not to create a significant increase in the overall dynamic level of the 

ensemble as it enters the musical texture. The fanfare motives must emerge from the 

texture with increasing intensity, but the overall sound intensity of the other sections 

should not increase. The crescendo effect must not begin until measure 26. Therefore, 

the conductor may choose to minimize the number of players on all parts up to this 

measure. Downs provided the following instraction to Mailman, " . . . don't be afraid to 

really let the 'diesel hom' in E7A mm. 39-45 cut through the texture-if your can make 

your listeners involuntarily look around to make sure they're safely behind the crossing 

gates, all the better! (Downs "Re: "Two.. ." Aug. 1999). "The tinmpets and frombones 

at 39 must absolutely dominate the texture. 'Blare' is the operative word here, to my 

mind" (Downs "Re: research project"). The decrescendo following this climax is most 

difficult to confrol. This effect begins at various times in the different parts, but the 

overall effect should be very even, avoiding sudden aural holes in the texture. 

The crescendo at the beginning of Melody 1 in measure 54 must be very dramatic. 

The clarinet enfrance is played atap dynamic level simultaneously with the last note of 

the "a5" motive played at a /̂f level in the trumpets and frombones. The clarinet enfrance 

will not be heard. The brass fanfare should simply disappear revealing the clarinets 

playing the " f harmony at the beginning of an aggressive crescendo. In small ensembles 

the clarinet players do not need to be concemed about taking the crescendo too far as they 

will need to continue as the dominant voice over the accompaniment that enters in 

measure 58. Motive "d," which appears in measure 60, should emerge sUghtly from the 
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texttire to make tiie motive distinctive and memorable so tiiat the listener will recognize it 

in the development section. The second enfrance of Melody 1 in measure 66 is marked 

witii afp. Unlike tiie initial statement, this enfrance is not hidden behind other motives or 

infroduced by the fanfare motive. A sforzando marking should be added to tiie note 

creating a similar effect to tiie enfrance in measure 54. The immediate/)M«O following 

tiie start of the note is critical to tiie crescendo that follows. This crescendo should be 

even more dramatic than the ffrst as it leads to a forte statement of the melody, as 

opposed to the w/of the previous statement, and a much thicker accompaniment texture. 

"The melody here is in the piccolo, oboe, bassoon, and tenor saxophone, and the flutes 

and alto saxophones must be carefully balanced against this, even if it means reducing the 

number of flutes for this passage (Downs "Re: research project" 17 June 2002). 

The accompaniment figure, which begins in measure 58 and is played by the 

homs, baritone, tuba and percussion, should be rehearsed independently from all other 

parts in the ensemble, as should all accompaniment figures throughout the composition. 

These figures should estabUsh a precise and clean march accompaniment, and they must 

balance the other voices. If performed properly these figures will help the listener to hear 

the march characteristics of the composition. In measure 76 the second component to the 

Theme Group must be equally balanced between the frombones and homs in order that 

they will be heard as a single melodic unit. Further, both components of the Theme 

Group should be equally balanced in order that the first component will not be heard as 

an accompaniment to the second. 
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The second sfrain begins in measure 84 at a level of^^ This section must be heard 

as tiie development section. At this point in tiie performance, the Ustener should begin to 

hear the sonata sub-form of the composition in addition to the march form. This can only 

be accompUshed if each motivic derivative imitates the styUstic freatment of its related 

motive in the early sections of the composition and the recapitulation is a convincing 

restatement of the exposition. In addition, the voices added to the "d" motive should 

clearly announce the beginning of a new sfrain. "The pianissimo beginning at 90 needs 

to be traly quiet. It's very easy for the percussion to become too loud here in an effort to 

maintain ensemble, and if necessary they need to be separately rehearsed until they're 

able to play this rock steadily and still pianissimo. If the homs cannot be clearly heard at 

101 then the percussion are too loud" (Dovms "Re: research project" 17 June 2002). 

The next interesting statement is played in measures 104-107 by the clarinets and 

flutes. The Une is an ascent similar to the pyramid chords presented earUer, except the 

intervallic stracture is not taken from the " f motive. The effect of the actual linear 

ascent, however, should resemble the effect of a rising line played on a piano with the 

sustain pedal dovm. Each part should enter without interrapting the natural flow of tiie 

ascending luie. The players should resist the tendency to gradually increase the dynamic 

level. The next accompaniment motive, or rhytiimic ostinato, begins at measure 110. 

The woodwinds increase in intensity and loudness building to fhe forte level at measure 

115. Dovms does not write in a subito forte, but tiie clear intention in the score is to 

create a sudden change witii this motive. This figure estabUshes a new rhythmic ostinato 
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at measure 115. It must be very clean and precise, and tiie timpani, in particular, must be 

very dry and crisp witii no booming (Dovms "Re: research project 17 June 2002). 

The bridge to the Trio, which begins in measure 156, must be very strong, 

approaching the limits of good tone for the ensemble. The stringendo is used to heighten 

the intensity of this section even further, but the four-measure infroduction to the Trio at 

measure 167 and the two preceding measures must be softer. This sets up a hushed 

intensity for the new melodic line. The "clarinet line in the Trio needs to be as absolutely 

smooth and 'oily' as possible. The upward leaps should not sound like the beginnings of 

new phrasings" (Downs "Re: research project 17 June 2002). The second statement of 

the trio melody, which begins at 188, should be as smooth as the first, but this statement 

presents a greater challenge as the line is divided into various parts and each part is 

assigned to different instruments. The alto saxophone plays the ffrst part, and the oboe 

plays the second. As the line develops the altemating parts expand to include the piccolo 

and clarinets. These parts should work together to recreate the same phrasing and 

interpretation to the line but provide a new timbre. Many parts of this section should be 

freated in the same way that corresponding musical elements in fraditional American 

marches would be freated. Short motives that are interjected between melodic phrases 

are written with considerable dynamic confrasts as in the hom part at measure 178. This 

section should establish the march-like qualities of the work, more tiian any other in tiie 

piece. 

The second part, or interraption, to the tiiree-part melodic line that begms in 

measure 203 should be very forceful. Likewise, each of tiie similar figures in measures 
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211, 269, and 275 should be equally sfrong. The melodic element found in the frombone 

part and tinmipet part at measures 220 and 223 respectively should penetrate tiie texttire. 

Downs suggests tiiat tiie dynamic marking should be changed to a fortissimo as the 

recordings he has heard have not demonsfrated a sufficient balance of voices at these 

measures, and thefr repeat at 283. Further, the low G needs to be sfrong and to feel like 

the destination of tiie phrase (Dovms "Re: research project 17 June 2002). 

Measures 236-238 and 302-304 present perhaps the most unique challenge to tiie 

balance of the ensemble. The chromatic descent played by the brass will easily cover the 

eighth note pattem in the woodwinds. This upper part should be rehearsed initially to 

effectuate a single line from the two altemating figures. Once this line has been 

estabUshed, the conductor should rehearse both figures to balance the brass and 

woodwind sections. 

Finally, since the coda establishes the Bb tonaUty that concludes the composition 

and provides its powerful and dramatic effect, it should create an immediate harmonic, 

textural and color shift at measure 329. While the whole note triad, which is sustained 

until the final measures, is not present until measure 334, the tmmpets estabUsh the Bb 

tonal center with the "x" motive beginning in measure 329. For this reason, the trumpets 

should "blaze out of the texture" and set this as the trae climax of the piece (Downs "Re: 

research project 17 June 2002). The conductor should rehearse the triad whole notes 

from 334 to the end without the other voices. The ensemble must maintain a powerful 

wall of sound with this chord without wavering as it is passed between sections. Smaller 

ensembles will again have frouble with this, particularly, because the trio preceding the 
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coda is demanding and tiie players will be tired by this point in the piece. Care should be 

taken to program tiie work so tiiat the performers are at least partially rested before the 

beginning of the march. Otiierwise, the ending will lack the forcefiiUiess it demands. 

The piece must drive to the end but not rash, and the final two chords must be precisely 

in tempo. The players will have a tendency to rash them, and perhaps, allow the tone to 

spread out of confrol. The ensemble must not overplay the ending. The tone should be 

full, but it should maintain a confroUed rich color appropriate to the ensemble. 

Conducting Problems 

As with most concert marches, the challenge to the conductor of E7A lies more in 

the actual preparation and execution of the rehearsals than in the conducting of the piece. 

Having said that, however, this composition presents some formidable difficulties to the 

conductor not addressed in the sections above. The most significant problems in cueing 

the sections within the ensemble occur in the infroduction of the piece. With the 

infroduction of each new motive and the ever-thickening texture leading to the climax at 

measure 39, the conductor is faced with some difficult decisions regarding the 

importance of each cue. Further, the balance of voices and the evenly produced 

crescendo and decrescendo in the infroduction must be the conductor's primary 

considerations in the performance. The rehearsal process of each ensemble can 

determine which cues are possible for the conductor to give and not sacrifice the attention 

to the balance and blend of the ensemble. Table 8 provides a Ust of the primary ensemble 

cues in the infroduction. This Ust will be helpful in the initial rehearsals of the work, but 
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some of these will not be necessary once the performers leam how their individual parts 

fit witiifri tiie texttire (Table 8). 

Table 8: Primary Conducting Cues in the Infroduction of E7A 

Measure 

1 

5 

9,11 
9 

10 

14 

18 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26-39 

Measure 

29-30 

31,32 

32 

34 

35 

37 

Instniment(s) 

bass clarinet, bassoon, string 
bass, bass dram 

homs 

tom-toms and timpani 

homs 

bassoon 

flutes, clarinets 

alto saxophone 

flutes, clarinets 
bassoon, bass clarinet 

homs 

trumpets, flutes, piccolo 

frombones 

ensemble 

Instrument(s) 

frombones 

field drum, snare drum 

alto and tenor saxophones 

baritone 

chimes 

oboes 

Comments 

enfrance - on dovmbeat, single prepatory 
beat,/?/?/) dynamic level 

enfrance - on dowt^Aieai pianissimo 

enfrance - on dovmbeat,/?/?/? 

release - on beat two 

enfrance - on upbeat, staccato gesture, 
piano 

enfrance - on upbeat, legato gesture, 
pianissimo 

enfrance - on beat two, legato gesture, 
piano 

release - on dowTibeat 
enfrance - on upbeat, mezzo-piano, 
staccato gesture 

enfrance - on AowrAieaX, pianissimo, 
legato gesture, may include additional 
cues for canonic voices 

enfrance - on beat two, mezzo-piano 

enfrance - on beat two, mezzo-forte 

confroUed crescendo to climax 

Comments 

decrescendo and release 

enfrance - upheais, pianissimo 

enfrance - on dovmbeat, mezzo-piano, 
may include additional cues for canonic 
voices 

enfrance - upheaX, forte, staccato gesture 

enfrance - on dowc&ieai, fortissimo 

enfrance - triplet quarter note after beat 
two, forte, additional cues canonic voices 
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Table 8 cont. 

Measure 

39,43 

Measure 

45 

48-53 

49 

53 

Instniment(s) 

trumpets and frombones 

Instrument(s) 

cowbell 

ensemble 

frombones 

saxophones and clarinets 

trumpets, frombones 

Comments 

enfrance - on downbeat, forissimo, 
accented gesture 

Comments 

enfrance -fortissimo and dim. poco a 
poco 

confroUed decrescendo 

release - on dovmbeat 

enfrance- on upbeat,/?wno with 
diminuendo, legato gesture 

enfrance - on downbeat, forte, accented 
gesture 

Each of the melodic lines beyond the infroduction requires the conductor to make 

specific decisions regarding the gestures associated with them. The clarinets need to see 

a visual indication of the crescendo in measure 54, but the conductor must also continue 

the pulse through measures 54 and 55 in order to get a precise continuation of the line 

into measure 56. The quarter notes tiiat follow must then be very legato. The 

accompaniment, which begins in measure 58, must be cued. The legato gestures must 

give way to a more precise and impeccably clean gesture that emphasizes effortless and 

crisp playing. The conductor should address tiie two components to tiie Theme Group, 

which begins in measure 76. This section presents no significant technical difficulties to 

the players or conductor, but estabUshing the correct balance between the components is 

critical in estabUshing the Theme Group as a melodic unit. The trumpet fanfare in 

measure 80 should not be allowed to dominate the texture. This figure must be played at 
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a mezzo-piano remaimng under tiie Theme Group components so that the listener will 

follow these voices to the completion of tiie line. This sfrain should be brought to a 

secure conclusion with a balanced crescendo in the measures 82-83. 

The conducting challenges tiiroughout the rest of the piece Ue mainly in the 

dynamic changes and ensemble balance. These have been discussed previously in the 

document. The texture of the work remains relatively uncomplicated until the coda, and 

the musical events are clearly understood. The conducting gestures should always be 

clean and precise. The energetic nature of the composition invites most conductors to 

over-conduct the work. The conductor should develop a concept of the moments that are 

the most bombastic and those that are the most resfrained. Once these are established, the 

gestures relating to these measures should be rehearsed. All other gestures should then fit 

within the context of these exfremes, thereby assuring that the players will not be 

encouraged to play beyond the tonal and dynamic limits of the ensemble. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Lamont Dovms, composer of E7A (Concert March), has contiibuted a most 

worthy composition to the contemporary repertoire of the wind ensemble. It has been 

embraced as a work of significance by some of the most respected wind ensemble 

conductors of today. As the number of performances continues to increase, it has become 

necessary to provide an analysis of the work to conductors. This analysis addresses the 

use of motives and their development, and the melodic design and sti-uctural form of the 

work. It demonsfrates that the composition is a work of distinction in the modem wind 

repertofre due in part to its stmctural complexity and insightful use of all the melodic 

elements. Also, using common techniques of score preparation and the insight of other 

conductors who have performed the work, this document provides rehearsal and 

performance suggestions, giving attention to specific stylistic and technical 

considerations in order to benefit others preparing the work. 

Ffrst, the affirmations of highly respected wind ensemble conductors give 

evidence of the quality of Dovms' ability as a composer and the significance of his 

compositions, specifically E7A. Donald Hunsberger, conductor of the Eastman Wind 

Ensemble, has included E7A and RS-2 in his prestigious Wind Library, which was 

developed to provide outstanding new compositions, and new franscriptions and 

orchesfrations of standard repertofre for the discriminating conductor. Other conductors 

who are cited in this dissertation endorsing Dovms' composition include H. Robert 
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Reynolds (University of Michigan), Thomas Everett (Harvard University), Steven Pratt 

(Indiana University), and Mattiiew Maihnan (Oklahoma City University). 

Second, performances by notable wind ensembles committed to the performance 

of the outstanding repertofre indicate its place in the modem wind band literature. 

Among these ensembles that have performed E7A are the Oklahoma City University 

Symphonic Band, Eisenbahner Musickverein Salzburg, and the L.D. Bell High School 

Band. Ensembles that have performed other compositions by Downs, and thereby 

endorsing his status as a leader among the modem wind band composers, are the 1995 

MENC AU-Eastem Band, Nevada AU-State Band, Texas All-State Band, Boston 

University Wind Ensemble, Massachusetts Wind Orchesfra, Indiana University 

Symphonic Band, Harvard Wind Ensemble, Eastman Wind Ensemble, Utah 

Intercollegiate Band, and the Washington Winds. 

Thfrd, the analysis of the linear events of the work reveals the Dovms' 

compositional style to be exfraordinary in the use of motivic development and melodic 

content. Throughout the work Dovms uses a few very simple musical ideas as the basis 

for entire linear content in the work. He develops a scale configured of altemating half 

step and minor thfrd intervals, and uses tiiat intervaUic stiiicture in both the melodic and 

harmonic stincture of the work. The motives are presented early in the work, and tiien 

they and the multiple derivatives of each are used throughout the composition as single 

motivic ideas and elements within a larger melodic unit. 

Fourth, the stracttire of the composition is unique and complex. Dovms adheres 

to the traditional march form, but creates additional sub-forms witiiin that larger 
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stincttire. The sections of the march form are not stinctured in the fraditional style, 

instead. Downs chooses to compose these sections in such a way as to create a harmonic 

and melodic design that builds a classical sonata form, fri addition, the analysis of the 

opening two sfrains reveals a hidden sonata form with a modem freatment of the 

exposition. While the stracture of the exposition section is somewhat problematic to the 

fraditional sonata form, a trae development section and recapitulation make this 

description convincing. The formal design demonsfrates, perhaps more than any other 

single element, Dovms' command of the compositional elements. 

Finally, the overall musical effect of the composition created by Dovms' 

orchesfration technique provides a striking example of the wide range of musical color 

and power capabilities of the wind ensemble. His allusion to the raifroad locomotive is 

both interesting and unique, providing a fresh sound to the genre. This composition is 

technically demanding, linearly interesting, vaguely tonal, stracturally complex, and 

musically powerful. E7A is a witty, light-hearted composition that should be enjoyable to 

the performer and listener alike. Written in part to add to the repertofre of a somewhat 

neglected genre, the modem concert march, it is most significant work, worthy of many 

repeated performances. 
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APPENDIX A: 

INSTRUMENTATION, CONDUCTOR'S NOTES, ERRATA 

The following information is provided in tiie score of Two Railroad Marches pubUshed 

by Wamer Brotiiers in tiie Donald Hunsberger Wind Library, friformation specific to RS-

2 has not been reproduced in this appendix. 

TO THE CONDUCTOR 

The current Wind Library project includes music from many varying sources and 

is intended to provide programming options based upon the breadth and depth of the 

contemporary wind band. 

Since before the turn of the 20* century, band directors and performers have 

written marches for parade use, encore use, marches based upon dance forms, marches 

emplojing folk songs, hjmins, etc. as melodic properties. 

These two "raifroad marches" {E7A and RS-2) are excellent examples of witty 

contemporary compositional techniques utilizing our most indigenous wind band forms -

the sfreet or concert march. The programmatic content alludes to Lamont Downs' 

lifelong love of frains and the magnitude of the machinery involved. His innate sense of 

humor pervades the works - 1 hope you will have as much fim playing each of them 

either as concert material or as encores as have I. They make a most worthy addition to 

our repertoire. 

Donald Hunsberger 
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1-
1-
3 -
3 -
1-
1-
1-
3 -
3 -
3 -
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-

- Conductor 
- C Piccolo 
- 1 ' ' C Flute 
- 2"*̂  C Flute 
- 1 ' ' Oboe 
- 2"'' Oboe 
- Eb Clarinet 
-l '*Bb Clarinet 
- 2"*̂  Bb Clarinet 
- 3"̂  Bb Clarinet 
- Eb Alto Clarinet* 
- Bb Bass Clarinet 
- EEbConfrabass Clarinet* 
- BBb Confrabass Clarinet 
- 1 ^ ' Bassoon 
- 2"'' Bassoon 

Confrabassoon* 
1-- 1'* Eb Alto Saxophone 

1-
1-
1-
2-
2-
2-
2-
1-
1-
1-
1-
1-

•• 1 -

1 
1-
1-
4-
1-

E7A 
INSTRUMENTATION 

- 2"''Eb Alto Saxophone 
- Bb Tenor Saxophone 
- Eb Baritone Saxophone 
- l" Bb Trumpet 
- 2"''Bb Trumpet 
- 3"̂  Bb Trumpet 
- 4* Bb Trumpet 
- l^ 'HominF 
- 2"*̂  Hom in F 
-S'^'HominF 
- 4* Hom in F 
- 1 ^ ' Trombone 
-2"''Trombone 
- Bass Trombone 
- Baritone 
- Baritone T.C.* 
-Tuba 
- String Bass* 

* Part does not appear on score. 

3 -

2 -

1 -

Perc I (Snare Drum 
Field Drum, Large 
Suspended Cymbal, 
Wood Blocks, Xylophone 
Anvil) 
Perc II (Field Drum, 
share w/Perc.I, Cowbells 
Glockenspiel, Crash 
Cymbals, Wood Block, 
Sizzle Cymbal) 
Percussion HI 
(Glockenspiel, 
share w/Perc.n, Tom-
Toms (3), Crash Cymbals 
share w/Perc.II) 
Percussion IV (Bass 1 -
Drum) 
Percussion V (Chimes, 
Tam-Tam, Triangle, 
Small Suspended 
Cymbal) 
Timpani 

From Two Railroad Marches. Copyright Belwin-MiUs 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

The following information appears in the score notes for E7A available only 

through the composer. It does not appear in the score of the Wamer Brothers 

Publication. 



The following notation is used for the percussion: 
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Luge Sospoidcd C^bal 

Sn»epnim \ ^^^ Ctubcynibak 
Field Dram 

Oil 

ttan-: 
SmaU Suspended C^lMl 

\
Cl»imw 

.••..j-'4iiD . \ r 4i ioA'/4i iol i i f l^ 
\ WoadUoda / CovMli / / CnuhCymbals Ttai-TBn 

eUDnmi Xylophone Stale CymW / 

WMdUocks I 

Pi«MI>ami Xylophone 

T = goft(yaiii) mallet 

^ = mediuin (lubber) mallet 

f =bar(i(woodocidastiG)miiUet 

I = metal glock mallet 

{ = bass dmm beater 

y = gong beater 

/ \ ^ snaie drum sticks 

Y = wooden chime beater 

? = sofi timpacd mallet 

^ = medium tinq>aiilinanet 

I = hard tinqMm mallA 

Cover design b; Eva Hatat-Jloeg. 

Stale Cymbal 
Glockenqiiel 

Itiangle 

INSTRUMENTATION 

CVioecSa 
CVbOal 
CFhtteH 
Obool 
Oboen 
l&Ckttoei 
V^Qtasaetl 
BtcMMtn 
BtCliriMlin 
BLAUoOubxt* 
aBiuMOKrinet 
EE^ Cvtfnbws Oninct* 
BCK Contrabflu C3«riiuBt 
B t o o d a l 
BwioottH 
Conb^aseom* 
BAboSwcophoGel 
Eb AUo Snuqlbotw H 
fiVIbaor Saxophone 
Et>BKtow Satophooo 
1&1>mqpd.I 
G ^ T m n ^ H 
KTnnnpetin 

BUtam^wtlV 
FHtnnl 
FHomn 
F H o m m 
F B w a l V 
B«itooc|^ 
Biritooe?' 
l^wv'hvKnboncl 
Teooc'&wiAooc n 
BBSX l^vsidxiiic 
IWu 
String Baia* 
TlnqMBil 
FercoMiml 
reRtwoBlI 
rteCBHi(rotn 
PeicussioarV 
FcTcusnon V 

'''not included in score 

From E7A Study Score. Copyright Belwin-MiUs 
Publishing Corp. Used By Permission. 

Errata 

Only two errors appear in the score of E7A (Concert March) 

ms. 236 Trumpet 1,2,3,4 
F Hom 1,2, 3,4 

ms. 251 Piccolo 

The slur from ms. 235 should extend to beat 
two of ms. 236. Compare to measure 300 
For verification. 

The "C" is incorrect. The correct note is "D 
natural." Compare to measure 315 for 
verification 
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ms. 329 Tuba, Timpani The dynamic change from^to/is written 
incorrectly as a crescendo. This should 
indicate a decrescendo. 



APPENDDC B 

SELECTED PUBLIC PERFORMANCES AND DISCOGRAPHY 

Performance information from Lamont's Home Page. Lamont Dovms: Performances. 7 
Jime. 2002. < http://www.twinplanets.com/music/perfs.html> 

DDA40X (Concert March) 

L.D. Bell High School Symphonic Band Joseph Grzybowski May 14,1998 

April 24, 1998 

Indiana University Symphonic Band Stephen W. Pratt April 18,1998 

Lawrence University Symphony Band Robert Levy Nov. 21, 1997 

E7A (Concert March) 

Oklahoma City University Symphonic Band Matthew Mailman Sept. 26, 1999 

Eisenbahner Musickverein Salzburg Peter WesenAuer May 15, 1999 

L. D. Bell High School Symphonic Band Joseph Grzybowski April 22,1999 

Howard Payne University Symphonic Band Rob Tucker March 9,1999 

Green Valley High School Band Lamont Downs May 20,1997 

1995 MENC AU-Eastem Band Donald Hunsberger April 2, 1995 

RS-2 (Concert March) 

Oklahoma City University Symphonic Band Matthew Maihnan Sept. 26,1999 
Jan 9-14, 2000 
(tri-state tour) 

Nevada AU-State Band H. Robert Reynolds Mar 28,1998 

Harvard Wind Ensemble Thomas G. Everett Mar 15,1997 

Eastinan Wmd Orchestra Andrew Boysen, Jr. Mar 4,1997 
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Texas AU-State Band 

Boston University Wind Ensemble 

Massachusetts Wind Orchesfra 

High School for tiie Performing and Visual 
Arts Wind Ensemble 

Eastinan Wind Ensemble 

Massachusetts Wind Orchesfra 

Utah Intercollegiate Band 

Washington Winds 

Sinfonia I for Wind Band 

Eastman Wind Orchestra 

Eastman Wind Ensemble 

Indiana University Concert Band 

Sinfonia Ufor Wind Band 

Lawrence University Symphony Band 

Indiana University Symphonic Band 

H. Robert Reynolds Febraary 1997 

Malcohn W. Rowell Oct 8,1996 

Malcohn W. Rowell Sept 22, 1996 

Nathan Carter Dec 7,1995 

Donald Hunsberger Sept 27,1995 

Malcolm W. Rowell Sept 17, 1995 

H. Robert Reynolds Jan 14, 1995 

Edward Petersen 1975 

Nancia D'Ahnonte Sept 29, 1999 

Donald Hunsberger Dec 11,1996 

Stephen W. Pratt April 2, 1996 

Robert Levy Jan 18,1998 

Stephen W. Pratt April 13,1997 

SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 

Dovms, Lamont. RS-2 (Concert March). Washington Winds, Edward Petersen, 
conductor. Music Educator's National Conference Convention, 1975, CD. 

Dovms, Lamont, E7A (Concert March). Forward March, All Time Band March 
Favorites. Cpp media records, Wamer Brothers Publishing, Miami, 1997. 

Dovms, Lamont, E7A (Concert March). Howard Payne University Symphonic Band, 
Robert Tucker, conductor. Dallas, 1999, CD. 



APPENDIX C 

COPYRIGHT PERMISSION LETTERS 

Permission to use musical examples from E7A. 

Warner Bros. Publications 

JuneH,20(Q 

Thomas R.W*!ter 
East T«;ias Baptist XMvwsity 
School of Music and Fine Arts 
1209N.Gfi»ve^S(rest 
Ma^hallTX 75670 

Dear Mr. WebstBr. 

Tbra letter sovtsas yom-p ŝmrission tOiitssJttusfaal^tcciptsftom'rWO.RAlLROAD 
lVlAttCHi£S, composed^ Donald HunsbfflgW. this ̂ mtJOsWon is paKliished% Belwin-
J*ll? P^ l i ^ng Corp., within the dissertaliDn you ate writing, at Texas Teph OfflVeisi%, 
in Lubbock, T^eui, the dissettastion siftjwt matter is E7A (CONCERT MARCHV. bv 
Lamont Pawns. 

Ttei permission is limited to flie tenns of your re()«est dated June 10,29ffi!,and does not 
mithotke theiincTiisloB of the material in aSij Other firnn for distiibiirtJO% free or for 
chargSw^xchKjiiigwiiatgBlming. Iti5,hciv«wet,atide«tB0dl^iisthatOnivei5ity 
Microfilms may suppty sin^e copies on Itemani 

This peraiissioii is granted on 9 tton-exdosive basis, and you shall affijrd all credits^as 
th<^ appear on the source tiaterial. The fee for ftjs p«missjon shall b^ $25.00, payable 
iM 11& fimds. 

He«^ adoiowtedgeaeceptanceof the permis^wi-bysfSring your SignStnre, Oft BOTH 
w^BSf in Hie^ace ptovSed below, Ples^ I t e ^ o ^ W>py. returning the second tathis 

Thank yon fw your intewstSn-dur ptibTicatiOIis'. Vfd^im yOti'vfeltiiSiat ftis J»j^e«. 

Sitseeiely, Accepted and Agreed to: 
WMKBR 9R0$. PUBLICATIONS P.§., ttK!. 

Jijlietfc Pen% Coordinator Thomas K- Webster. Dean 
CDfodgWUceusmgAtettnistrauon SdteoiofMi^icand Fine Arts 

tSSOO KW, •ISth Ai««uc • pa. Box 4340 • >a«inl,FIorida330Il • (305)«20-l,SO0 • FiaWSItM-lOM 
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Permission to use the E7A photograph. 

Tom Webster 

From: Miofiael M Paitniefl [mikepalmlert@iuno.com] 
Sent Thtfl̂ day, June 13.2002 6:02 PM 
To: h«ebster@et6u.edu 
Subject' Re; photo copyr^ht 

Tom, 

I d o n ' t have many E7 p h o t o s , antj tftijS i ^ ray b e s t one . You ' re wftlceme t o 
u s e i l l tot youx d i s s e r t a t i o n . 

Milte 

Michael M. P.alnii^ri — New O r l e a n s , Lou is iana 
v i s i t t h s 
LOuisiaSA BAIL SITE a t h t t p : / / l r s . r a i l s p o t . c o m 
tOOISIAN.!^ RAILFAN S MODEL R̂R GROOP a t http-./ZLRMRG-railspot.coni 
MEXICAN ElAILWAyS a t h t t p : / / j n e J r i c a n . r a i l s p o t . c o m 

On Th-a, 13 Jun 2002 14:44:52 -6500 "Tojn Webste i" <; twebstergetba .edu> 
w r i t e s : 
> Hello Mr. Palmieri, 
> 
> I am writing to ask permission to osa one o£ the pictures oh your 
> website. My riafee J ,•5 Tom Webster, and I am the Dean of the School of 
> Music and Fine Arts. I am workirtg on a dissertation to complete my 
> ram in InstrumentaJ Cpnductincj at: Texas i'ech Onlversity, Lubboclc. 
> The subject of my paper is a CiSmposition iar Wind Ensemble by Lamont 
:> Downs' entitled ETA. It> of c&ui-Se, is named after the tailroad 
> locomotive. Lamont is 4 t-B̂ î a enthusiast who lives in Las Vegas, 
> arid serves on the faculfcy of 0KLV. 
> 
> 1 -woold like to include in my project a phOto of art E7A, and I r-an 
> across your -website. I would like to aslt permission to use one of 
> yotlr pi-ctujres in my paper. I particulajrly like the photo located at 
> http://lrs.railspot.com/ln780.htm (New Orleans, Louisiana, 1 May 
> 1971, Michael M. Palmieri photo). But if you hSve another shot you 
> would lite to ieeomtasnd I would love to see it. 
» 
> your cooperation would be greatly appreciated. I will Id&t forward 
> to heal^ing frcaii you. 
:>. 
> Tow weEiBtei: 
> Dean, iSchool &£ Klusic and Fine Arts 
> East Texas Baptist University 
> 1209 N. Srov« St. 
> Marshall, TX 75670 
> 9G>-923-2158 
> twebstere'etbu. edu 
> 

mailto:mikepalmlert@iuno.com
mailto:ebster@et6u.edu
http://lrs.railspot.com
http://jneJrican.railspot.com
http://lrs.railspot.com/ln780.htm


APPENDIX D 

THE DONALD HUNSBERGER WIND LIBRARY 

The following statements are printed on the cover materials that accompany the 

score and instrument parts of the music in the Donald Hunsberger Wind Library 

The Donald Himsberger Wind Library has been created by Wamer Bros. 
Publications Inc. to provide original compositions, editions and orchestrations 
of the highest quality for the discriminating wind conductor. 

Developed over a period of years, the Wind Library is designed to reflect 
those ideals and goals of Donald Hunsberger as demonstrated through his 
activities as Conductor and Music Director of the Eastman Wuid Ensemble 
during the past three decades. 

In addition to newly composed works, the Wind Library will contain 
orchestrations 
of classical concerti utilizing the instrumentation of the expanded Eighteenth 
Century divertimento ensemble, authentically edited and orchestrated works 
from the Renaissance and Baroque, the reissue of fiiU scores of major wind 
compositions currently out of print, plus compositions designed to provide 
programming alternatives for contemporary audiences. 

To complement these music publications, the Wind Library will also issue a 
joimial, WindWorks, that will contain articles on wind composition, orchestration 
and performance practices, interviews with composers, conductors and other 
personages active in wind band development plus information on the various 
compositions offered each year. Also, relevant books dealing with all aspects 
of the movement will be made a part of the Library. 
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The following information is taken from the Southem Music Company website at 

http://www.southemmusic.com/wamerbros/hunsberger.htm. 

The Donald Hunsberger Wind Library contains the following compositions: 

SONATA FOR TRUMPET AND WIND ENSEMBLE 

by Kent Kennan 
(DH9801) Score and parts US $200.00 
(DH9801C) Score only US $50.00 
In 1986 Kennan revised this piece (originally published in 1956) and subsequently made 
the scoring for solo trumpet and wind ensemble, with a new ending for the first 
movement. Both the original and new endings are included in this new version for solo 
trumpet and wind ensemble. 

TOCCATA AND FUGUE IND MINOR, BWV 565 
by J.S. Bach/scored for wind band by Donald Hunsberger 
(DH9802) Score and parts US $200.00 
(DH9802C) Score only US $50.00 

The Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 565 is tmly a masterpiece of inventiveness that 
displays the tonal and technical capabihties of either the organ or the wind band. 

CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND WIND ENSEMBLE (1966) 
by Veme Reynolds 
(DH9803C) Score only US $50.00 
(DH9803P) Piano part only US $20.00 

As Veme Reynolds states in his notes, "This concerto seeks to combine the energy, 
lyricism, and virtuosity of the piano with that of wind instruments and percussion. It also 
endeavors to continue the path of the 20th century piano concerto...." (Note that only 
score and piano part are available through Wamer Bros. Pubhcations; parts are available 
on rental through the Eastman School of Music Ensemble Library). 

AVAILABLE IN 1999 ON CD-ROM! 
A technological breakthrough in the presentation of works for wind band! Wamer Bros. 
Publications proudly offers two new pubhcations m The Donald Hunsberger Wind 
Library on CD-ROM. Each new piece includes a printed score and a CD-ROM for 
Windows® that contains a complete set of parts that band directors can print on any 
Windows®-compatible PC, with hcense to dupUcate as needed for performance. 

http://www.southemmusic.com/wamerbros/hunsberger.htm
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RHAPSODY IN BLUE ™ 
Setting for Piano and Wind Ensemble 
by George Gershwin/wind accompaniment 
scored by Donald Hunsberger 
(DH9804) Conductor Score, Piano Solo, and CD-ROM 
US $200.00 
(DH9804C) Score only US $50.00 

This wind accompaniment by Donald Hunsberger to George Gershwin's piano solo, 
RHAPSODY IN BLUE ™, is based upon the 1924 and 1926 Grofe editions for jazz band 
and theatre orchestra. There will also be a concert band version (DH9804B) by Thomas 
Verrier available on rental through the Eastman School of Music Ensemble Library. 

RENAISSANCE SET I 
compiled and edited by Mark Scatterday 
(DH9805) Conductor Score and CD-ROM 
US $200.00 
(DH9805C) Score only US $50.00 

Scatterday has compiled a group of renaissance works and scored the wind ensemble in 
such a way that any combination of instruments desired can be used. As with Rhapsody 
in Blue'^'^, a printed score and a CD-ROM with printable parts is included. 

Also available in The Donald Himsberger Wind Library: 

CONCERTO FOR CLARINET, K. 622—Mozart/Rumbelow 
(DH9703) Score and parts US $125.00 
(DH9703C) Score only US $20.00 

FANTASIA AND FUGUE IN C MINOR, BWV 537—J.S. Bach/Hunsberger 
(DH9701) Score and parts US $125.00 
(DH9701C) Score only US $20.00 

THE SACRED HARP—Liptak 
(DH9702) Score and parts US $125.00 
(DH9702C) Score only US $20.00 

STAR WARS ri?/ZOGr—Williams/Hunsberger 
(DH9704) Score and parts US $200.00 
(DH9704C) Score only US $50.00 



no 

TWO RAILROAD MARCHES—Downs 
(DH9705) Score and parts US $125.00 
(DH9705C) Score only US $20.00 

THE WIND ENSEMBLE AND ITS REPERTOIRE-^d. Cipolla/Hunsberger (DHBKOl) 
Paperback Book US $29.95 



APPENDDC E 

E7A: A LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION 

This lecture-demonsfration was prepared and presented by Lamont Downs at the 

premier performance of E7A at the MENC Conference in Boston, April 1995. 

I have been asked to speak to you for a short time about the composition E7A 

which you will be performmg this Sunday aftemoon. It seemed to me that what might 

prove most useftil to you would be to give you a look mto the process of creating a 

musical work, and I have exfracted some examples to play so that you will get to hear 

something other than the soimd of my voice from time to tune. I want to emphasize that 

what you're about to hear is one person's view of the composition process, not The Only 

Way Composers Ever Compose. I'd like to first show you some of the steps involved in 

putting this piece together, and then I would welcome questions from you (or corrunents, 

or rotten fruit if you carry it around with you). 

Some of you may have always assumed that a composer composes by simply 

sitting down and writing a finished product. There have been a few composers that 

seemed to follow this model—^Mozart, for example—^but it is becoming more and more 

apparent that even Mozart carefully worked out his compositions in his head before 

writing them down. Most of us need paper, however, to keep frack of our half-formed 

thoughts. 

So how did E7A come mto existence—or, to put it another way, when I was 

called with this incredible offer of a commission, what did I do after I panicked? What do 
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you do with a blank sheet of paper? This is a scary question, one that writers and 

composers have to face sooner or sooner... Well, it started with a piece written back in 

high school (by the way, that was a very, very long time ago). The piece was totally 

unmemorable, but for some reason one musical idea from it has ran through my head 

from time to time m the intervening years. It's a very short idea, and I'll aske the 

trumpets to play it for us. This is example 1. 

[Example 1—^Trumpet chorale] 

Not much to it, is there? In fact, the interesting part is just the fkst three chords, example 

2: 

[Example 2—^First 3 notes of trampet chorale] 

It's really two separate lines: the upper, played in thirds—just the first and second 

trumpets, please: 

[Example 2] 

And the lower, by itself—^now third and fourth trumpets only this time: 

[Example 2] 

Put together it sounds like this—all trampets this time: 

[Example 2] 

Very simple. But, in one way or another, virtually the entire piece is built out of that idea. 

Doing that soimds very cliche, but it wasn't actually all that inevitable. Once I decided to 

build something out of the example you've just heard, I came up with this opening for the 

piece (this is Example 3): 

[Example 3—^unused opening passage] 
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Pretty awful, isn't it! It's one of my pet theories that the best way to leam composition is 

to hear a lot of very bad pieces, so that you can leam what not to do. 

OK, so far we have three chords and a dead-on-arrival opening. Not very 

promising. But then, coming back from a trip to California, I was stopped at a grade 

crossing in Cajon Pass. Now, for those of you that have never been to Cahfomia, Cajon 

pass looks a bit like a piece of oversized model railroading by someone who was nuts 

about fracks and mountains. Anyway, I was waiting to see if a frain would come along (I 

do that a lot, by the way), where I found myself imaging the sound of a distant diesel 

hom— t̂his is example 4: 

[Example 4—opening hom notes] 

Then a little louder (Example 5): 

[Example 5— f̂rombone notes] 

Then right in your face—^Example 6: 

[Example 6—^Trumpets and frombones—^including trombone gUss and hom stopped 

notes] 

We'll come back to that opening a little later. 

Now a composer doesn't just write down notes that will sound good— t̂here's 

more to it than that. In fact, anyone with enough music theory training can do that. But 

somehow, you've got to make it sound like it all belongs together, hke it all came from 

one mind. That's not actually so easy. How dio you go about writing a relatively long 

piece, with various themes, dramatic climaxes, confrasts, and still make it seem like one 

thing? 
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There are a lot of tools available to a composer, such as rhythm, harmony, texture, 

color (the latter two better known as orchesfration), dynamics—in this case let's look at 

harmony—^how the pitches are used. 

Let's take that original motive again. A major chord, a dissonant chord, and the 

major chord again. What can we get from that? Let's start with the first chord, a major 

chord, broken down into its individual notes (this is example 7): 

[Example 7—arpeggiated major chord] 

Now let's break down the middle chord (Example 8): 

[Example 8—arpeggiated middle chord] 

What is that? A half step up, and a minor third—^three halfsteps—^up. Let's hear it again: 

[Example 8 again] 

Now what if we keep going? Half-step, 3 half-steps, half-step, 3 half-steps, and so on? 

Example 9; 

[Example 9] 

It's sort of a scale, but not a very usefiil one yet. But there are a few spots in the music 

where you can hear it in just that form, such as in Example 10 here from near the end of 

the infroduction: 

[Example 10—^ww at end of infro] 

Still, for doing much else it's just too symmetrical, and it has too many holes—^gaps—in 

it. But what if we add the notes of our major chord to it? Example 11 now: 

[Example 11] 

It's rather an odd scale, but a httle less regular, and has more notes to work with. You 
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can, for example, play a tune using just the notes in it, like this one (Example 12): 

[Example 12—just tune from first sfrain] 

Now let's flesh it out by adding harmony, again using just the notes of that scale 

(Example 13): 

[Example 13—Tune with harmony, but no accompaniment] 

Now, what's the point of all this? It is not— Î repeat, it is not— t̂hat the listener is 

supposed to hear this, and understand it. The human ear just doesn't work that way, even 

though some composers seem to expect it to. The point is that the music is being created 

in a consistent pattem, with types of chords and melodic tums that result from being 

fitted into a scale like this, so that it sounds—again, let me repeat the work sounds—like 

it's all cut from the same cloth. 

It's not just that all the melody notes are plugged into an artificially created scale, 

though. Take the accompaniment to the tune we just heard. Example 14: 

[Example 14—^frombones, tuba, homs] 

Recognize our original idea? Again, just the fnst 2 measures: 

[Example 14] 

Add it to the mix, and you'll no longer hear it as related to the opening diesel hom, if you 

want to call it that, but it's there all the same, helping add that distinctive flavor to the 

overall mix (Example 15): 

[Example 15— t̂une with accompaniment] 

Now let's go back to just the tune itself. Example 12 again: 

[Example 12] 
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Now let's take just a few notes from it (Example 16]: 

[Example 16—just ostinato motive from tune] 

Now we'll use them later as an ostinato background, like this (Example 17): 

[Example 17—clarinets & saxophones near end of development] 

Or turn everyone loose on them, such as happens just before the trio (Example 18): 

[Example 18—^Bridge pattem] 

You hopefully begin to see how the whole thing is woven from ideas that spin off from 

ideas which spin off from other ideas, but they all originally relate back to those opening 

three chords. 

There are many layers of organization involved in creating a large piece(and I 

should probably explain that to me a large piece is anything longer than a single theme or 

tune). You can spin ideas off from each other for half an hour, with everything related 

beautifully to everything else, and the result can still sound like a half hour of shapeless 

mush. A listener needs some kind of larger mileposts to relate to, to tell him or her "Oh, 

we've started a whole new section," or "Oh, that's a repeat of the thing I heard earlier." 

Composers for centuries have relied on some tried and trae stractures. Some of the 

simpler of these are the rondo, in which a theme keeps altemating with other themes— 

AB ACADA, and so on, and sonata form, with two confrasting themes, a development 

section working over those themes, then a retum of the two themes. 

There is a form that is very familiar to most band and wind ensemble concertgoers, 

and that is the march form, which in our century has become very standardized, and I'm 

sure you'll recognize the description: 
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• An infroduction (which can be anything) 
• A first sfrain, which is repeated 
• A second sfrain, which is repeated 
• A trio tune, usually more flowing 
• An interraption, colorfully called a dogfight 

• And a return (usually rather grandiose) of the tiio tune 

Sometimes the dogfight and trio retum are also repeated. This is a form which most 

attendees at band concerts will find famihar, even if they don't quite know why. 

So why pour a new piece into an old mold? It's not just that I like marches (I do), 

but also that when you use a famiUar form you can tug and pull at it, sfretch it way out of 

shape, or even pour some other form into the middle of it, and the listeners will still feel 

that they have their bearings, that they aren't lost somewhere in note-spinning land. And 

in this business comprehension by the listener has to be the ultimate goal. 

Now E7A is obviously in fraditional march form. You can see from the parts in 

front of you that you have an uifroduction, two repeated strains, a trio, dogfight, trio 

retum, dogfight, and trio retum. But it's a lot longer than a typical march, about twice as 

long, in fact, and embedded in it are what amounts to a sonata form symphonic 

movement and a symphonic scherzo movement. 

Take a look at the first two sfrains. There's a first theme (the tune we were playmg with 

earUer, Example 12). Then there's a constrasting theme, which we'll play—^it's Example 

19: 

[Example 19—2"*̂  theme from first sfrain] 
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Now, starting with the second sfrain, we have the traditional sonata form 

development section, in which both themes are taken apart, played around with, and 

generally mangled. All this leads up to Example 20: 

[Example 20—^return of fu-st theme] 

Which is the retum of our first theme—^what is technically known in sonata form as the 

recapitulation, inmiediately followed by the retum of the second theme, Example 21: 

[Example 21] 

So you see what we've done is to take a sonata form movement and superimpose it right 

on top of the fraditional march form, to give us some space to work in. Now the trio. In 

his seventh sjmiphony, Beethoven used a form like this: an opening section, which we'll 

call A, a confrasting section which we'll call B, a modified retum of the opening section 

A, a repeat of the consfrasting section B, and then a final retum of the opening section A. 

This is the form overlaid on top of the traditional trio/dogfight/trio section of a march. 

On top of all this, the piece then ends with a retum of the second theme of the first half of 

the march (this is Example 22): 

{Example 22] 

To provide a sense of conclusion, of more or less returning to where we started. 

Now, earUer I promised to retiim to the uifroduction. The interesting thing about it is that 

it was actually mostly composed last, because I wanted it to provide a kmd of preview to 

the Ustener of all the major ideas to be heard in the piece, and I couldn't very weU do that 

until I knew what they were going to be. This is one of the great obvious secrets of 

composition—you don't have to write a piece in the order you play it. As you've aheady 
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figured out by now, it's also a sort of tongue-in-cheek picture of what you might hear if 

you stand too close to a grade crossing at frain time. After all, even in the traditional 

march form the infroduction is the only part of the form where pretty much anything 

goes. 

We've afready hear the opening chord motive. We also have this happening in the 

homs a few bars later (Example 23): 

[Example 23—^hom intertwinings] 

Which you have probably afready recognized as our second theme. Example 19. Let's 

play Example 19 again just to refresh our memories; just the clarinets: 

[Example 19] 

Back to the infroduction. A few bars later we have this in the clarinets (Example 24): 

[Example 24—clarinets only on triplet motive] 

This is overlaid on top of itself over and over to create and eventual uproar in the 

woodwinds, which sounds like this (Example 25): 

[Example 25—complete woodwmd tiiplet passage] 

We also have a little fanfare right near the beginnmg, which is pretty obviously derived 

from our original chord motive (Example 26): 

[Example 26—first fanfare] 

This recurs after the uproar again as Example 27: 

[Example 27—^recurrence of fanfare] 

And it then opens tiie first sfrain (Example 28): 

[Example 28—^First 2 bars or so of first sfrain] 
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And finally, we have tiie mutterings in tiie low woodwinds at tiie opening (Example 29): 

[Example 29—opening bassoon^ass clarinet ostinato] 

Which—surprise—later tums into our tiio time (Example 30): 

[Example 30—opening of tiio tune] 

Now I could go on and on like this, showing how the accompaniment to the trio 

tune is buiU from the underlying scale, and how this figuration comes from that 

figuration, but I tiiink you see (probably more clearly than you ever wanted to) what I'm 

getting at—^which is that a composer has to work very hard to sound like hun- or herself 

You don't just sit down and compose and have it come out sounding like Joe Smith or 

Ann Taylor or whatever you call yourself And even more importantly, you don't leave it 

up to the listener to figure it out for you. 

Contemporary music has a very bad reputation today among a large percentage of 

concertgoers, and to a sad extent it's deserved. Not because it's dissonant—the Rite of 

Spring is very dissonant, and it's now practically a pops concert favorite—or because it's 

rhythmically complex, or whatever, but because so many composers have lost sight of 

that wonderful quaUty of so much great art— t̂he multiple layers of meaning, that you can 

peel your way down through like an onion. If a Ustener wants to purchase a score and 

analyze it and discover all kinds of buried relationships, that's wonderful. But that same 

Ustener needs sometiiing to understand and enjoy the first time they hear a work, or they 

may never bother with a second—especially disasfrous today when a work's lifetune is 

often exactly one performance. 
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Now I'm hoping that some of you have some questions, so who wants to be the 

first brave soul? 


